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1. BEYOND SOCIAL SERVICES
KEY RESULTS 2017
WHO WE ARE Beyond Social Services is a charity with a mission to help children and youth from less

privileged backgrounds break away from the poverty cycle. We take a long-term view of our work and keep in
touch with them until they reach adulthood. The intended impact of our work is that at 25, they will be responsible
citizens who are free of the social and economic problems they had when we first met them.

OUR MODEL FOR COMPETENT
COMMUNITIES
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From there, we explore what people are willing to do and how they can cooperate for the well-being of children
and others in the neighbourhood. Eventually, residents take ownership of their efforts, which facilitates crimefree living, education and employment, family stability and growing social capital. This participatory approach
promotes a sense of solidarity among people from different backgrounds.
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HOW WE DO IT We start by discovering the aspirations, concerns, and wisdom of residents living in
public rental housing neighbourhoods. Then we bring together residents, volunteers and other stakeholders to
appreciate each other’s lived experiences.
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by challenges in their family which include the inability to meet basic household expenses, poor health and
conflicts with law and authority. Nonetheless, these young people are resilient, and they have dreams and
aspirations. As delinquent behaviours are not inherent in young people but are a product of their environment,
with appropriate support from the community, many can move beyond their unfortunate circumstances.
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WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT The social mobility and development of these young people are hindered
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Care is the result of a community striving to be more cohesive and inclusive. When people from different walks of
life begin looking out for each other, they create a caring neighbourhood where children and youths experience
a sense of belonging, confidence and pride that strengthens their resilience against negative influences.

“IT TAKES A VILLAGE TO RAISE A CHILD AND WE ARE NURTURING
VILLAGES THAT RAISE THEIR CHILDREN WELL.”
KEY RESULTS

PRESIDENT’S
LETTER

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S
SUMMARY

In the context of Singapore’s significant income
disparity, we are closing the social divide by facilitating
co-operation and friendships across different
segments of society.
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KEY RESULTS 2017
OUR COVERAGE
58 RENTAL BLOCKS WITH 13,492 UNITS.
BEYOND WORKS DIRECTLY IN 47 RENTAL
BLOCKS WITH 10,974 RENTAL UNITS
AND WITH PARTNERS IN 11 BLOCKS WITH
2,518 UNITS.
Building competent
communities

No. of parents and
caregivers we have
contacted* 6,548

No. of children &
youths 7843

Total no. of people
served 14391

*Numbers include all adults living in the same household
and not all parents and care-givers are directly involved in
community building efforts

GROWTH OF OUR VILLAGE IN 2017

Inclusive society
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2017
44%

2016
No. of families
3,458

=

65%

TOTAL NUMBERS REACHED

+

Facilitating friendships with
wider society

CHILDREN & YOUTH ACTIVELY ENGAGED
IN EDUCATIONAL, SOCIAL &
DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMMES

We built new relationships with 1161 children and
youth from low-income families. 65% of the children
and youth in the neighbourhoods we work in were
actively engaged through educational, social and other
developmental programmes. Many were linked to
volunteers who provide friendship and guidance.
KEY RESULTS

2015

43%

We also expanded our work to 11 blocks through
partnerships with community groups such as Pekik and
Project Goodwill, bringing our reach to a total of 58
one-and-two-room rental housing blocks.
To bring about neighbourhoods that look out for children
and youth, Beyond focuses on 3 thrusts:
1. Help young people and their families help 		
themselves
2. Encourage mutual support among neighbours, and
3. Facilitate support from the wider community
The growth of the village is monitored by the progress
of activities that support these thrusts which this report
highlights.
PRESIDENT’S
LETTER

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S
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1. HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE AND THEIR
FAMILIES HELP THEMSELVES
A CULTURE OF LEARNING AND EDUCATION We facilitated the

active participation of children, youth and their families in educational activities, an
important social leveller. The young people also participated in enrichment activities
that enabled them to discover their interests, talents and motivation to learn.

Another key outcome was the attendance rate at our early childhood education
programme. This was crucial as children without adequate early childhood
education are usually not ready for formal education. The Healthy Start Child
Development Centre (HSCDC) strengthens young children’s foundational
learning skills, their ability to participate in a structured learning environment
and engaged their parents towards that purpose.

TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS AT HSCDC

22 different weekly programmes provided academic support. These programmes
included homework support, tuition, and the building of language competency. 16
weekly interest groups helped build self-confidence through mastery in sports and
arts. These interest groups also provided the context to assume responsibilities and to
develop leadership skills.

AVERAGE ATTENDANCE

64
70.8%

A CULTURE OF EMPLOYMENT

We upskilled and bridged parents
and caregivers to opportunities and resources that best suited their strengths and
circumstances. This led them to participate in the economy more meaningfully,
increased their finances and enabled them to better meet the needs of their
children and household.

Families play an important role in nurturing children’s learning. As such, we brought
parents together to appreciate the dreams they had for their children and invite them
to be involved in their children’s learning. Hence, parental involvement increased
through:
1. Parents chaperoning children at reading and enrichment programmes

Last year, we focused on fostering autonomy, empowerment and ownership
among participants. Members of an income-generation cooperative-Bakers
Beyond-made key decisions about the direction of their work and took charge of
client accounts. They also shared their accomplishments at various platforms like
the Human Library, Association for Muslim Professionals and WomenTalk. These
experiences bolstered their confidence and propelled them to continue striving
for better income.

2. Parents engaging in community conversations about their children’s progress in
the learning programmes
3. Parents inviting neighbours’ children for learning excursions
KEY RESULTS
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2. ENCOURAGING MUTUAL SUPPORT AMONG
NEIGHBOURS
A RESTORATIVE CLIMATE WITHIN THE NEIGHBOURHOODS WE WORK IN We fostered neighbourhoods that took a restorative

FAMILY COMPETENCE IN RESOLVING DIFFICULTIES

We supported overstressed and under supported families to address their challenges
with the help of their relatives, friends and volunteers. We also connected them to
resources and enhanced family stability by focusing on:
1. Family relationships
2. Financial security
3. Community support
We journeyed with 76 out of 109 families whose difficulties came to our attention.
These difficulties largely revolved around (a) youth in conflict with the law, authority
and peers, (b) care and supervision of children, (c) financial difficulties and (d) schoolrelated difficulties. We also saw a growing number of transnational families facing
issues with immigration and the higher cost of education for children without citizenship
or permanent residency.

approach towards young offenders and families with multiple problems. This
required us to build capability among 130 residents who stepped up to the role
of a Neighbourhood Leader. As Neighbourhood Leaders came together to tackle
shared challenges and organise themselves for meaningful efforts, we tapped on
their wisdom, compassion and generosity to heal conflict and foster a sense of
belonging and neighbourhood pride.
Neighbourhood Leaders facilitated 36 projects that engaged 1344 residents on
issues like:
1. Supporting transnational families
2. Bridging rental and purchased flat residents in adjacent neighbourhoods
3. Deepening intergenerational relationships
4. Addressing family violence and addiction

NUMBER OF NEIGHBOURHOOD LEADERS

130

NUMBER OF RESTORATIVE COMMUNITY PROJECTS

36

NUMBER OF RESIDENTS REACHED

1344

HOURS RESIDENTS SPENT ON COMMUNITY PROJECTS 1589
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YOUTH DEVELOP A GREATER SENSE OF SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY We nurtured a sense of social consciousness in young

people through youth-led projects that resonated with their interests, aspirations
and values. This year, we mobilised 233 local youths who brought sports and theatre
initiatives to life in their neighbourhoods. They were also involved in sorting and
distributing gifts to their neighbours and decorating homes during festive seasons.
To encourage youth leadership, we brought together 61 active youth volunteers from
across different rental flat neighbourhoods to exchange ideas, stories and inspiration
for positive change.

TOTAL NUMBER OF YOUTH VOLUNTEERS

233

NUMBER OF YOUTH VOLUNTEER LEADERS

61

HOURS LOCAL YOUTH SPENT VOLUNTEERING

2396

3.FACILITATING SUPPORT FROM THE WIDER 		
COMMUNITY
A WHOLE-OF-SOCIETY APPROACH TO REDUCING
INEQUALITY We worked closely with volunteers, civil society and government

to close the social divide and foster a compassionate society.
As Dr Teo You Yenn, Associate Professor at Nanyang Technological University,
says, “We will all grow old in a society populated by other people’s children.”
Starting from the premise that we all have a stake in creating equal opportunities
for children from vulnerable families, we collaborated with 316 organisations in
2017, who contributed time, money, influence, expertise and other resources that
enriched our neighbourhoods and the lives of the children who live in them.

We also worked with 5,036 volunteers who contributed to a wide range of projects
and played the roles of friend, teacher, enabler, motivator and advocate. While many
volunteers help out with ad-hoc or one-off events, those who came regularly often
went beyond the call. They went out of their way to remind children of their weekly
activities, ensured they returned home safely, got to know their families and served as
a family friend outside of programme hours.

bodies to co-create a nurturing environment where young people can grow to be
contributing members of society. These partnerships bring in creativity, energy and
resources to strengthen the efforts of our neighbourhoods. Importantly, our efforts
bring people from diverse backgrounds together in friendship and cooperation
toward a common good. In this way, we create the mutual understanding needed
KEY RESULTS

PRESIDENT’S
LETTER

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S
SUMMARY
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Our work in 2017 was made possible by the tremendous
amount of goodwill and gifts that poured into our
communities in the form of pre-loved goods, sponsored
outings, festive presents and other items. This is not just
a redistribution of wealth. The personal touch in many
of these gifts fosters in our children and their families
a sense of being remembered, cared for and included.

CONCLUSION Our community building efforts in 2017 sat well with the government’s vision of
a caring and cohesive society where there is a good balance between state initiatives and community
actions. Our approach of bringing together people from different walks of life – with different
strengths and resources to build empathy, appreciation and ground-up solutions was also aligned
with growing calls to bridge social classes in Singapore.
Partnerships with wider society and within the sector enabled us to widen our coverage and more
importantly, improve our meaningful connection with young people. We were glad volunteers
continued to play a significant role and the total number of hours increased as we work toward our
target of 90,000 volunteer hours a year by 2020.

*

*

* These amounts are based on best estimates and are not reported
in the audited statement of accounts presented in the annual report.
All figures have been rounded up to the nearest dollar.

We were also heartened that it was not just breadth that we achieved but depth too. Participants, volunteers,
partners and other stakeholders better appreciated and understood that we were not there to provide a
service but to encourage them to identify, own and act on their challenges. A group of mothers organised
themselves as an informal group who linked children and families in their rental flat neighbourhood to
resources. They reckoned that if they could inspire a network of similar groups in other neighbourhoods,
the mutual support would be invaluable for their collective well-being.
One indicator of success is our ability to keep the community inspired in supporting their vulnerable
members and in addressing their shared concerns. In this respect, the people we engage have been
actively thinking and acting for themselves and their neighbours. The development is aligned with
the Social Service Sector’s Strategic Thrust of Empowered individuals, families and communities
that was announced in July 2017.

IT TAKES A VILLAGE TO RAISE A CHILD AND WE ARE NURTURING VILLAGES THAT RAISE THEIR
CHILDREN WELL. IT INSPIRES US TREMENDOUSLY THAT THESE VILLAGES ARE COMING TOGETHER
IN FRIENDSHIP WITH WIDER SOCIETY TO CREATE A COMPASSIONATE AND COHESIVE SOCIETY.
8
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LETTER
Dear friends

A WHOLE OF SOCIETY APPROACH

We were heartened to see that our community building approach was well
placed within the government’s vision of a caring and inclusive society. In his
budget speech, Minister for Finance Mr Heng Swee Kiat noted the “need to foster
partnerships in the wider society so we can maintain a good balance between
state action and community initiative. Government can do good in many instances,
but so can individual citizens. When friends, neighbours and fellow citizens come
together in support of a cause, or one another, we forge deep bonds and grow
our social capital.” As we have long regarded a social issue as an opportunity
for people across society to come together for a common good, the call to invest
in social capital encourages us. Often it is social capital that introduces us to
opportunities and resources and the less fortunate could certainly do with more
friends from wider society.

An aspect of programme excellence that we were proud of was our cooperation
with corporations, educational institutions, government bodies and other
charities. The Bank of America Merrill Lynch (BAML) and the Institute of Technical
Education Central (ITE Central) worked closely with us to successfully organise
Fairground for All, our fund-raising carnival that highlighted the importance of
an inclusive society. It was inspiring to see working adults and students from
diverse backgrounds working together enthusiastically as it reflected the social
cohesion that our event promoted. BAML has also been managing weekly literacy
programmes for our children since 2002 and ITE Central shares its facilities for
our sports programmes.

ALIGNMENT WITH THE SOCIAL SERVICE SECTOR
STRATEGIC THRUSTS
Soon after, in July when I attended the Social Service Summit, I was again heartened
to learn that a key strategic thrust of the social service sector is “Empowered
individuals, their families and communities” because it is a direction that fits well
with our ongoing efforts at encouraging residents in low-income neighbourhoods
to act on their shared concerns. In our context, these concerns are usually those
related to the well-being of children, youths and families. Being well aligned with
the government and the social service sector is heartening and we are grateful
and humbled to be trusted with resources to facilitate empowerment among our
programme participants and to bridge them to relationships that widen their
support network. Hence, I would like to express our deepest thanks to the Tote
Board Social Service Fund and the National Council of Social Service for partial
funding of our Youth United Programme. Their support provided significant
financial stability that enhanced our ability to achieve programme excellence.

KEY RESULTS

PRESIDENT’S
LETTER

About 100 corporations supported our work with funds and volunteers. Their
resources and energy kept the work going and I would just like to mention BAML,
BCG Partners (S) Ltd, Bloomberg L.P, CBRE Pte Ltd, GIC Pte Ltd, LOTI Metropolis
Pte Ltd, M1 Ltd, MFS International Singapore Pte Ltd, Schroders Investment
Management (S) Ltd and Visa Worldwide Pte Ltd for their significant financial
contribution. BAML, M1 and others like Baker & Mckenzie, Gan Teck Kar Investments,
Hitachi Data Systems, SPRING Singapore and Yeo-Leong & Peh have been donors
for more than 10 years.
I would also like to express our gratitude to the many individuals who supported us
generously as well as corporations and organisations who shared their resources to
fill gaps and enhanced our operations. ACR Capital Holdings Pte Ltd for providing
our families with personal accident insurance, ANZ Bank for helping our youths gain
financial literacy, Aon Hewitt for publishing our children’s writing and Mapletree
Investments for scholarships. There were also organisations who worked closely with
us to adopt a neighbourhood. These included the Civil Service College, Singapore
American School and Far East Organisation who with others such as Asia Square,
City Developments Ltd and SPH Malls, also allowed us to utilise space in their malls
for our fund-raising activities.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S
SUMMARY
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NURTURING AN INCLUSIVE SOCIETY FOR TODAY AND
TOMORROW
A caring and inclusive society implies that we are constantly working at removing
barriers that keep people marginalised. In this light, we believe that working
together with the marginalised on a shared purpose and facilitating mutual
learning is a concrete way to care and practice inclusion. Hence, we were glad to
be working with several educational institutions who challenged their students
to apply their learning for a social good. We were a service-learning partner
with Ngee Ann Polytechnic, a practice partner with the Singapore Polytechnic’s
Applied Drama and Psychology Programme and collaborated on problembased learning with the Republic Polytechnic. Also students from Singapore
Management University and Temasek Polytechnic helped us write social and
advocacy reports.
These collaborations are the result of our ongoing efforts at encouraging society
at large to take an active interest in our work. By working with educational
institutions, we had the opportunity of nurturing tomorrow’s caring and inclusive
society. Our message to the 2063 students from 62 educational institutions that
volunteered was that they were learning from the children, youths and families
they were engaging, and these people are contributing to their holistic education
and are not needy people seeking their help. A caring and inclusive society
begins when people experience a sense of mutuality with each other.

SOLIDARITY IN THE SOCIAL SECTOR
Another area of cooperation that we found very satisfying was that with other
charities. We organised a flag day with the Compassion Fund and worked together
with the Salvation Army’s Peace Haven for another fund-raiser called Charity
Bike ‘n’ Blade. We also worked closely with Babes Pregnancy Crisis Support Ltd
on matters related to the case management of teens who were pregnant. Such
pooling of resources enables charities to be leverage on each other’s strengths
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and strengthens solidarity within the social space.
When Kidzania Indoor Theme Park, offered complimentary entry tickets to
encourage donations toward a fund-raiser called Project Intan, donors were given
the option to choose the charity that would benefit from the gift. As a result,
children of offenders as well as several linked to charities such as AWWA, Bethesda
Care and Counselling Centre, Blessings in a Bag, New Hope Community Services
and Project Goodwill experienced a fun-filled way of learning about different
careers, the inner-workings of a city and the concept of managing money.

GROWING OUR WORK SUSTAINABLY
I have been sharing about our partnerships; the cooperation and collaboration among
individuals, groups and corporations in support of what we do as it heartens us
tremendously that we have been able to facilitate the outpouring of so much goodwill.
As needs always outweigh social service budgets, we have positioned ourselves to
mobilse the community to meet needs. Community partnerships, we feel is the more
sustainable way to grow the work.
To conclude, I would like to thank Dr S. Vasoo, our Honorary Adviser, Sr Veronica de
Roza our Founder Member Representative for her counsel, my fellow Board and Board
Committee members and the staff for their dedication. I would also like to express our
deepest appreciation to all our partners, donors and volunteers. Finally, I thank the
children, youths and their families for trusting us with their challenges, hopes and
dreams. As we empathised and resonated with their constant endeavour to build a
better life, we are reminded that regardless of our differences, we have something in
common and together we can build community.

Yours sincerely,

Alok Kochhar
President

KEY RESULTS
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It has been the second year that we have been operating without a main grant-maker
and we are grateful that we have been able to keep the work alive with funds from the
government, grant makers, corporations and the public. In 2015, government funds
including the Care & Share Matching Grants amounted to 25% of funds received but
this year, it has increased to 50%. We are deeply appreciative of the Tote Board and
the National Council of Social Service for enabling our community development
approach to complement a social sector that is organized around the provision
of services. It takes a village to raise a child and the way we harness the gifts and
talents of those residing in low-income neighbourhoods to this end is not common
in Singapore. Hence, partial funding from the Tote Board Social Service Fund has
enabled us to strengthen our ability to help vulnerable groups come together as a
community that can own and resolve their challenges.

in neighbourhoods where we encourage people to own their challenges, youths
expressed a higher confidence in handling conflicts and problems in their family.
Adults also felt that their life situations had improved suggesting that our work
improved the perceptions and empowerment among youths, their parents and loved
ones. We will be sharing the full results when they are available, and we will continue
to evaluate our work so that we strengthen our technique and course correct when
needed. In this spirit we are welcoming of students, academics and others who
endeavour to review our work and we seek to learn from them.
Early in the year, over a period of four months, 20 Singapore Management University
students who were enrolled in a Public Policy Task Force, participated and observed
our events and programmes extensively. They also surveyed the social service
landscape that we operated in, conducted field research and after collating the
data and information collected, they concluded that our model of empowering the
community is important and consistent with the expressed view of our country’s
leaders. It was encouraging to hear a student reflecting that our model “focuses on
building a sense of confidence, and interdependence among residents,” and how
we are “giving members of a community, agency to achieve what they want; take
ownership of their situation and push to find solutions by tapping on the resources
they have, and the community support they can build around them.”

THE VILLAGE BEGINS WITH US
We appear to be making some headway with our community development model
which impresses on people that when they make it their responsibility to be aware of
their shared challenges, understand how they can be resolved and act with care and
compassion, their quality of life improves.

THE VALUE OF A VILLAGE
In October, independent researchers presented the findings from Phase 1 of an
impact study of our work over a 12-month period. Preliminary findings indicate that

KEY RESULTS
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To be effective messengers of such a message, my colleagues and I have committed
to resolving our own challenges as a team with care and compassion. The lack of
stable funding has not been comfortable, but I am proud that my colleagues stayed
the course. A People Opinion Survey Report by Aon presented to us in June defined
employee engagement as “the state of emotional and intellectual commitment to

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S
SUMMARY
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an organisation and the extent to which an organisation wins the ‘hearts and minds’
of employees.” On this count, our results reflect the commitment of our team as we
scored 9 percentage points higher than the Singapore average for “Strive – where
employees exert extra effort and engage in work that contributes to the organisation’s
success.”

ENGAGEMENT SCORES

ACTIVATING THE VILLAGE TO ACT
There are various services in the low-income neighbourhoods we work in but
if people are to own their challenges, we need to involve them in the problemsolving process and this ongoing effort is the main cost of our operating budget.
Apart from creating the conditions where people participate confidently in
discussions; there is also a need to secure the necessary resources to support
meaningful action. As such, it is to journey with people as they determine what is
needed, how it should be done and who is responsible. Along the way, holding
a space where differences are resolved, and barriers removed is a manner that
strengthens cooperation and partnerships.
This year, staff cost amounted to 73% of our operating budget. As organisational
progress is largely linked to the staff’s ability to rally people within neighbourhoods
and the wider community toward the common good, training is an integral part
of our operations as well as an organisational culture of evaluation. We are
mindful that as operating cost increase the impact that we are making should
commensurate.
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From the expenditure over the last 3 years, it is obvious managing increasing
operating cost is an ongoing challenge. As a charity that does not generate
revenue, government engagement and our fund-raising capabilities will have to
be optimal just to stay afloat. How then does impactful work continue to grow
and how do we envision reaching the rental housing neighbourhoods that we are
currently not operating in?

communities,” is a strategic thrust of the social service sector as it gives our work
a footing. Having said this, the reality of securing the necessary resources to keep
the work going is challenging but one we remain deeply committed to.
My utmost gratitude to all volunteers, donors, funding agencies, partners, friends
and those we support for trusting my colleagues and I to nurture villages that
raise their children well.

A NETWORK OF VILLAGES
Currently, there are 276 public rental housing blocks in Singapore and we are
operating in 47. In cooperation with partners, we got in touch with another 11.
We envision growing the work by building a network of partners who subscribe
to the notion of neighbourhoods where residents act on resolving their shared
challenges. This network pools resources and know-how to support a space
where people are empowered to create the changes they would like to see for
themselves, their families and their communities.

Sincerely,

Gerard Ee

Executive Director

This is how we believe the practice of community work can develop in the longer
run but to meet the needs of our existing work in a sustainable way, we are
monitoring the growth of our volunteer force and amount of goodwill that reach
those we support. In this light we are glad to report that there were 54,602
volunteer manhours which amounted to an estimated value of $866,220. This is
more than 2016 and for every 100 hours of staff hours, there were 57 volunteer
hours. As a voluntary welfare organisation that aspires to be volunteer-driven, it
is our aim for volunteer hours to at least equal that of the staff.

GOING FORWARD
We are heartened that research is beginning to show that our community
building approach is creating a positive impact among those we support. This
strengthens our conviction that we should continue enabling people to own their
challenges while engaging and facilitating support from the whole of society.
Hence, it cheered us to learn that “empowered individuals, their families and
KEY RESULTS

PRESIDENT’S
LETTER
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4. BOARD AND EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT
4.1 BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Appointed at Board meeting on 25 May 2017
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Joanne Yau Oi Lai
Jolene Fok
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Deputy Executive Director
T Ranganayaki

Joseph Das George
Karimah Amanina Jaffar
Kevin See Yao Hui (till 31 May)
Kokila Annamalai (from 1 Feb)
Lim Shaw Hui
Maizy Tan May Sze
Marilyn Ann Sundram
Mynavathy Raju (from 11 Dec)
Noel Tan Meng
Noor Izzaty Ishak
Nur Irfah Abdul Majeed
Nurfahima Binte Abdul Rahman (till 31 May)
Priya Nair
Samuel Tang Shou-En
Shoshawna Lynne Lazzar
Soon Sing Suen (from 23 Oct)
Stella Jayanthi
Susannah Green (from 24 Jan)
Tan Hooi Boon
Then Mui Choo
Vairam Gopalakrishan
Veronica Cecilia de Mello (till 19 Jul)
Wong Pei Ling
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Assistant Directors
Andrew Loh
Joyce Lim (from 4 Sep)
Principal

Sua Swee Lee

Teachers

Adeline New
Buvaneswari N Chandrasegar
I Raheena
Lim Jan Ooi
Noraidah Helmee
Rachel Goh (from 15 May)
Rafhana Sarip (from 12 Jun)
Ratna D/O Ayyapilla (till 18 Aug)
Salamiah Bahtiar
Salwani Ismail
Wong Kok Wah
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4. BOARD AND EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT
RELATED ENTITIES
None

MANAGEMENT OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The Society has a conflict of interest policy in place.

All trustees/office bearers, chairman of sub-committees and key management
personnel are required to read and understand the conflict of interest policy.
They are required to make full disclosure of interests and to sign the declaration
form every year. When a conflict of interest situation arises, the person concerned
shall declare his or her interests and abstain from participating in the discussion,
decision-making and voting on the matter.
There was no transaction with a corporation in which the trustees/office bearers
and the key management personnel had an interest during the fiscal year 1
January 2017 to 31 December 2017.
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5. OFFICIAL IDENTITY AND
GENERAL INFORMATION
5.1 OUR BEGINNINGS

5.3 OUR SOURCES OF FUNDING

Beyond Social Services is a charity with a mission to help children and
youths from less privileged backgrounds break away from the poverty cycle.
We were set up in August 1969 in response to the poor living conditions
aggravated by 2 fires that hit the Bukit Ho Swee Community in the 1960s.
During different periods of our history, we were known as the Bukit Ho
Swee Social Service Centre, the Bukit Ho Swee Community Service Project
and Nazareth Centre.

Operating expenses are defrayed by fund-raising activities, government grants and the
generosity of philanthropic establishments, commercial corporations and well-wishers.

5.2 STATUTORY INFORMATION
Registered Address

Beyond Social Services
26 Jalan Klinik #01-42/52
Singapore 160026

Legal Identity

Registered with the Registry of Societies
UEN Number: S87SS0025J
Date of Establishment: 7 February 1987

Charity Status

Charity Registration Number: 0594
Charity Registration Date: 19 September 1988

Institution of a Public Character (IPC) Status - General Fund
IPC Registration No: IPC000355
New Period Approved: 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2019
Sector Administrator – Ministry of Social and Family Development

Affiliation

National Council of Social Service
Full member since 3 August 1987
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5. OFFICIAL IDENTITY AND
GENERAL INFORMATION
Funds from the government contributed to 58% of our total income.

It was decided at our Board meeting on 27 August 2015 that we will endeavour to
build a reserve fund that amounts to 1 year of our operating budget.

This is the breakdown:

BREAKDOWN OF GOVERNMENT FUNDING		AMOUNT ($)
TOTE Board - Social Service Fund for
Youth United Programme

1,254,568

Ministry of Social and Family Development Child Care/Infant Care Subsidy for Working Mothers

554,235

Care and Share Movement 		

337,543

The reserves are monitored and reviewed periodically by the Board, ensuring that
the work is always supported. As of 31 December 2017, there were no funds in deficit.

5.5 VISION & MISSION
VISION

National Council of Social Service Volunteer Manager Grant

81,932

Beyond’s vision is that by 2025, every child and youth in singapore,
despite a disadvantaged background has the opportunity to refuse a
lifestyle of delinquency and welfare dependency.

TOTE Board Matching for Fundraising Events 		

79,475

MISSION

Ministry of Manpower - Employment Credits		

65,410

Purpose

SEED Institute - Salary Support Reimbursements		

53,922

National Youth Council - Youth United Impact Study		

38,520

National Youth Council - Youth Corp Grant 		

32,099

We help children and youths from less privileged backgrounds to break away from
the poverty cycle. We want to develop young people who respect the law, value
education and seek to become responsible persons.

TOTE Board - Youth United Impact Study		

30,030

Ministry of Culture, Community & Youth Our Singapore Fund

16,862

Values
We believe that people have the ability to help themselves and can successfully reach
their goals despite their disadvantages.

Ministry of Manpower - Childcare & Maternity Leave		

11,476

Strategy

Skills Future Reimbursements

7,705

We take a long-term view and focus on impacting young lives by providing
them access to social, educational and community support programmes. We value
inter-organisational collaboration & will steadily expand by building networks
of individuals and organisations that can contribute towards our vision. We would
therefore gladly work with others, as we believe that our target group will
ultimately benefit when more members of the community take an active interest
in their well-being.

		

TOTAL 		 $2,563,777

5.4 RESERVES POLICY
Fund raising income usually reduces during periods when the economy is not doing
well but it is also during these periods that people need help more.
BOARD AND
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5. OFFICIAL IDENTITY AND
GENERAL INFORMATION
Standards
We ensure quality social service by facilitating an organisational culture that
rewards passion, innovation, on-going evaluation and the development of human
resources.

5.6 PROGRAMMES & FACILITIES
Programmes
We run an early childhood programme called the Healthy Start Child Development
Centre and our main programme is Youth United. All learning activities for those aged
6 & above are coordinated under the LIFE Programme as they aim to impress on
participants that Learning Is Fun & Exciting.

2. Block 120 Bukit Merah View
#01-04/06 Singapore 152120
Telephone: 6270 2443 Facsimile: 6270 4483
3. Block 75 Whampoa Drive
#01-346 & 372 Singapore 320075
Tel: 6354 9080 Facsimile: 6254 6405

5.7 STAFF RESOURCES
The established headcount was 53 and turnover was 11.2% or an average of
0.9% per month. In absolute numbers 5 staff resigned and our average monthly
headcount was 50.

Facilities

Average length of service of each staff was 7.4 years and average age was 42 years.

Wherever possible we will rent, borrow or cooperate with others to share their existing
facilities. By taking this approach we will be able to grow the work without incurring
too much set-up cost. More importantly, we do not “set up shop” in the presence of
existing community-serving organisations and give the impression that we are out to
compete with them.

5.8 TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS SERVED IN 2017

The proliferation of social services and its facilities implies that families and communities
are unable to care for their members. Hence, “less is more” and by cooperating
with these organisations toward shared goals; we strengthen our collective sense
of community. Generally, without the need for ‘permanent’ offices, we can respond
to community needs more nimbly. As long as we can create a warm and welcoming
environment wherever we work, any place can be an effective work place.

7, 043 persons from 2,907 families
Number of children and youths aged 25 and below

4,181

Number of parents and care givers

2,862

The number above reflects those who have participated in an activity, programme or have been
linked to a resource, relationship or opportunity.

Our proactive work approach takes us to neighbourhoods, community facilities &
schools but our staff teams are housed at the premises below.
1. Block 26 Jalan Klinik #01-42/52 (registered address)
Singapore 160026
Telephone: 6375 2940 Facsimile: 6274 0633
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For more information about us, check out www.beyond.org.sg
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6. STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
6.1 STRATEGIC DIRECTION

6.1.2 COMPETENT COMMUNITIES

We believe that through our community-building and peace-making approach
we will bring the most benefit to the people we engage.

As we deepen our work, it should not just be about the efforts of the organisation or
volunteers. It must also be about how the people who come to our programmes
are taking ownership of their shared concerns or challenges. The work should be
“community-led” and supported by volunteers and if needed, the resources that
we link them to.

6.1.1 A COMMUNITY BUILDING AND PEACE-MAKING
APPROACH
We work at bringing about neighbourhoods that raise their children well. To monitor
the development of such neighbourhoods, the organisation as a whole focuses on the
achievement of 8 objectives. These objectives were chosen with a view of addressing
current needs and developing community leaders for the present and the future.
Every activity contributes towards the achievement of one or more of these objectives.

In this respect, we have visualised a competent community as a neighbourhood
where its residents have an awareness of their shared challenges, an understanding
of how people can work together to act on them, act and experience a deep sense of
ownership for its collective well-being.
Hence, within the public rental neighbourhoods where we work, we are also monitoring
the residents’ level of awareness, understanding, action and ownership for their shared
concerns and challenges.

1.

A long-term engagement/relationship with all youths (Keeping in touch
with participants until they are 25).

2.

Neighbourhoods that take a restorative approach towards young
offenders and multiple problem families.

3.

A culture of learning and education among children and youths.

From a strategic planning exercise in 2001, we crafted a strategic profile to guide us.
This profile which is our strategic statement of intent was refreshed this year.

4.

A culture of employment among the care-givers and adult residents as
well as youths entering the workforce.

Beyond’s Strategic Profile 2020

5.

A high level of voluntarism and community participation among children,
youths and their care-givers.

6. Increased family involvement and competence in resolving their difficulties.
7.

Cooperation among helping agencies that provide meaningful
programmes for our young people and their families.

8.

Increased involvement from civil society that facilitates the long-term
relationships/“friendships” with our young people and their families.
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6.2 OUR STRATEGIC PROFILE

We exist to support young people and their families from low-income neighbourhoods
to achieve social mobility. We will adopt a whole of society approach where we proactively
seek partnerships with the public sector, civil society and the wider community to cocreate a climate of social integration wherever we work.
By being an advocate, enabler and motivator, we will rally residents in public rental
housing to work closely with other stakeholders in nurturing young people who lead
purposeful and meaningful lives, and are contributing members of society.
We will be a leading agency with the capabilities to organise communities that value
compassion, social justice and mutual help. We will create a welcoming space to harness
goodwill so that everyone can have a stake in the wellbeing of the community.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
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6. STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
6.3 OUR ROLES AS ADVOCATE, ENABLER AND 			
MOTIVATOR

6.3.3 MOTIVATOR
•

We believe that wherever possible, the non-profit sector should seek to grow
by collaboration rather than competition. Sharing and cooperation maximises
organisational resources and increases the possibility of people receiving a better
quality of assistance. Thus, as a motivator we will facilitate:

•

networks, alliances & friendships that promote cooperation and collaborations;

•

the sharing of expertise, knowledge and resources to enable the replication of
programmes or to increase programme participation; the building of sector
capability and capacity through formal and informal training programmes.

6.3.1 ADVOCATE
Advocacy is our effort to
•

draw attention to the needs and challenges of those who participate in our
programmes;

•

gain public support for initiatives that address those needs and challenges;

•

highlight the unintended effects of laws, policies and practices that affect our
ability to carry out our work;

•

provide feedback on the impact of national policies and programmes;

•

the initiation of programmes, practices and policies that bring about a more
restorative landscape for children, youth and families thus, promoting an allinclusive society.

6.3.2 Enabler
Social service programmes run by professionals run the risk of discouraging
community-led efforts to care for their vulnerable members. Thus, our role is to nurture
community leadership. Sometimes to meet an urgent need, it may be necessary for
us to begin and drive a programme. However, we do so with an exit plan where
a. the community is enabled to take on the leadership or
b. the needs are being met by resources or stakeholders in the mainstream.
As an enabler, we are close to the ground and through the voices of programme
participants, we experience the impact of policies, programmes and deepen our
understanding of social issues.
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6.4 PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
Our programmes are the ‘doors’ by which our target participants come to us but our
work as a whole is geared toward improving our participants sense of integration with
mainstream society. To support a peace-making and community building approach,
our practice incorporates:
•

Restorative practices and peaceful resolution of conflicts

•

Family group conferences

•

Strength-based thinking and context creation

•

Participatory & reflective dialogue

•

Community development approaches

6.4.1 CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND PROBLEM SOLVING
MODUS OPERANDI
We deescalate crisis and problems to a point where the family or community can make
meaningful decisions about their situation. That means wherever possible we will
avoid criminal or judicial proceedings as well as interventions that reduce the family’s
decision-making ability. In this vein, we also work at preventing institutionalisation or
out-of-home care for children and youths.
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6. STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
Families and communities are enabled to address and resolve their problems with the
support of their extended family and the community. This encourages participants to
become resilient enough to handle their problems and to move beyond the need for
professional support. Hence, our modus operandi for crisis management and problem
solving moves along a continuum of problem de-escalation, family strengthening
and community integration.

Lifelong learning
and
gainful employment

6.4.2 THE CRITICAL ROLE OF COMMUNITY
Strong social
network

Crime-free
lives

The United Nations Division for Social Policy and Development defines social integration
as “the attempt not to make people adjust to society, but rather to ensure that society is
accepting of all people.” Hence, it is a community that integrates people not an organisation.
Beyond as an organisation works at facilitating an all-inclusive community. We work
on the premise that programme participants, volunteers, partners, donors and staff
are members of a community working together to guide disadvantaged young people
away from the poverty cycle. The resources, expertise and energy needed to meet
community needs lie beyond the staff team and within the community. Volunteers,
self-help initiatives and goodwill from the community contribute immensely to the
realisation of the organisation’s vision.

Family
stability

Preconditions for Social Mobility

6.4.3 OUR THEORY OF CHANGE

6.4.4 OUR TARGET GROUP

Over the last years, we have been constantly learning and today we have a theory of
change which frames the activities of our approach toward enhancing social mobility
for disadvantaged young people. By encouraging mutual support among neighbours,
guiding youths and families to help themselves and welcoming wider community
support; we increase the possibility of young people pursuing gainful employment
and lifelong learning as well as enjoying crime-free living, family stability and access
to opportunities and resources – the pre-conditions for social mobility.

Children, youths and their care-givers from households with a gross income of $1500
or less or with a per capita income of $450. These families are from the bottom 10%
of the resident population and generally live in public rental housing. We estimate
that there are about 50,000 young people below 20 years old from these families.
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It is our experience that many from this population segment have a long history of
hardship in their family. The challenges they face include the inability to meet basic
household expenses, poor health, chronic addictions and conflicts with authority,
family members and friends. However, these people are resilient and they have
dreams and aspirations. With appropriate support from the community, many move
beyond their unfortunate circumstances.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND
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6. STRATEGIC DIRECTION &
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6.4.5 MEASURING PROGRAMME IMPACT

Child Specific

We take a long-term view of our work and keep in touch with our young people until
they are 25 years old. The intended impact is that at 25, they will be responsible
citizens who are not troubled by the social and economic problems they had when
we first met them. Impact studies on the well-being of young people who have
left our programmes and the effectiveness of our programmes are ongoing and
results are shared on www.beyondresearch.sg. So far, a retrospective study on the
well-being of past programme participants and a dip-stick study conducted in
2015, revealed positive outcomes. An impact study conducted during the period
November 2016 to November 2017 by an independent research house concluded
that youths were able to better handle conflict in their families while adults felt
better about their overall life situation.

•

Children are not little adults; they are to be treated as children and not by
adult standards;

•

Children and their families no matter how challenging have strengths that can
be built on to help them develop into well-adjusted individuals and nurturing
environments respectively;

•

Challenging behaviours from children are distress signals that their basic
needs have not been met and we need to respond appropriately instead of only
controlling their problem behaviours;

•

When a child is not cooperative, it is because our system is not working and not
because we have a problem child.

•

We will be respectful to children under our care even those who have not yet
learned to behave respectfully and impress on them that they in turn have to be
responsible for their behaviours.

•

Each day, a child should know some joy and look forward to some joy on the next.

6.4.6 OUR HELPING PRINCIPLES
Overall
•

We must not act on behalf of members where there is a potential conflict of interest.

•

It is in the best interests of children to remain with their families or natural
support groups. Residential care must always be a short-term arrangement.

•

Help should build on people’s strengths and not simply remedy their weaknesses.

•

A helping relationship is a respectful partnership between us and the people
we engage.

•

Social problems are best resolved within the community and we avoid criminal
or judicial proceedings where possible.

•

The essence of family life is co-operation, not togetherness.
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7. YOUTH & FAMILIES
HELP THEMSELVES
7. HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE AND THEIR FAMILIES HELP
THEMSELVES
The interventions and activities are in the areas of relationship building, education
& learning, employment & employability and family strengthening.

7.1 A LONG-TERM ENGAGEMENT/FRIENDSHIP WITH 		
CHILDREN AND YOUTHS

•

Coverage

Our coverage of the public rental neighbourhoods increased to 58 blocks from 45
blocks in 2016. Within the 58 rental blocks there is a total of 13,492 units. We worked
directly in 47 rental blocks covering 10,974 rental units and covered another 2,518
units in 11 blocks in cooperation with partners, namely Pekik Community Services and
Project Goodwill.
•

Progress in neighbourhoods where we worked directly

Position Overview
With the support of volunteers from the local and larger communities, we will
proactively contact children and youths from low income neighbourhoods and connect
them to routines, resources, rituals and relationships with a view of their long-term
well-being. The primary outcome is that children and youths develop friendships with
responsible adults, are better integrated in their community and do not feel detached
or marginalized.

Key Results
•

Preliminary findings from a year-long impact study conducted on our engagement
of children, youths and their families in neighbourhoods indicate that our participants
experienced an increased sense of personal empowerment. They are more positive
about their neighbourhoods and are more confident in their ability to handle conflicts
and other personal challenges. The final results of this study will be out in 2018 but
we take heart that our emphasis on developing long-term friendships appears to be
yielding positive results and making a difference in lives of those we engage.
Measuring the impact of our work is an ongoing and multi-faceted endeavour.
Different approaches offer different perspectives but they all give us insights and
information that challenge us to clarify, learn, respond and improve. In this spirit of
ongoing evaluation, we are presenting our engagement efforts in a more differentiated
way.
MUTUAL SUPPORT
AMONG NEIGHBOURS

2017 > 47 blocks with 5996 units contacted
2016 > Contacted 2455 families with children and youth.
Connected with 1833 of them – 75%
2017 > Contacted 2574 families with children and youth.
Connected with 2130 of them - 83%

Positive Impact of long-term engagement

YOUTH AND FAMILIES
HELP THEMSELVES

2016 > 45 blocks with 5863 units contacted

FACILITATING SUPPORT FROM
WIDER COMMUNITY

2016 > Contacted 2009 adults (aged 26 years & above)
with 5864 children
2017 > Contacted 2884 adults (aged 26 years & above)
with 6009 children
2016 > 3285 children and youth engaged – 56%
1268 newly connected
2017 > 3899 children and youth engaged – 65% with
1161 newly connected
NURTURING A
COMMUNITY WORKPLACE

GOODWILL HUNTING
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7. YOUTH AND FAMILIES
HELP THEMSELVES
•

Progress in neighbourhoods where we worked with partners

•

In 2017, we built new relationships with 1,161 children and youth from low-income families.

2017
11 blocks with 238
units contacted

Contacted 24
adults (aged 26
years & above)
with 144 children

•

New Connections & Increased Engagement

65% of the children and youth in the neighbourhoods we work in were actively engaged
through educational, social and other developmental programmes. Many were linked to
volunteers who provided friendship and guidance.

Contacted 59 families
with children and youth.
Connected with 34 of
them - 57%

CHILDREN & YOUTH ACTIVELY ENGAGED
IN EDUCATIONAL, SOCIAL & DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMMES
42 children and youth
engaged – 29%

2017

Progress with participants not living in the neighbourhoods covered
2016 > Contacted 670 families with children and youth.
Connected with 107 of them – 16%

2016

2017 > Contacted 688 families with children and youth.
Connected with 121 of them – 18%

2015

2016 > Contacted 77 adults (aged 26 years & above) with
1247 children
2017 > Contacted 75 adults (aged 26 years & above) with
1241 children

2016 > 186 children and youth engaged – 15%
2017 > 200 children and youth engaged – 16%
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MUTUAL SUPPORT
AMONG NEIGHBOURS

65%

•

44%
43%

Highlights

In consultation with a workplace learning specialist from the Institute of Adult Learning,
we firmed up job maps for door knocking, gift sorting and gift distribution. These maps
separated and streamlined job tasks for staff and volunteers in RACI charts and swimlane flow charts to facilitate improved understanding and efficiency of roles. They also
enabled us to scale our efforts. A case in point was the redistribution of some 2,500
Christmas gifts with the deployment of 447 volunteers.

FACILITATING SUPPORT FROM
WIDER COMMUNITY

NURTURING A
COMMUNITY WORKPLACE
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7. YOUTH AND FAMILIES
HELP THEMSELVES
Our Reflection
We are gradually getting better at mining information to connect children, youths and
their families to appropriate resources, routines and relationships. The information
gathered over many years of relationship building needs to be constantly scrubbed
and updated but it is proving invaluable in helping us manage our resources resulting
in new connections and increased engagement. As engagement leads to a positive
impact among those we engage, we endeavour to build on the 65% rate we achieved
this year for children and youths.
Going forward, we will be organising the information into neighbourhood health
reports that will guide the type of interventions and activities we facilitate on the
ground. As always, we are mindful that a health report is not just about needs but
about strengths and the possibilities they present. As we deeply believe, help should
build on people’s strengths and not simply remedy their weaknesses.

7.2 A CULTURE OF LEARNING
We want to impress on parents that all children can learn and that their families and
the community play an important role in encouraging their progress. We will work
together with strategic partners and volunteers to provide learning activities; facilitate
family involvement and we celebrate learning achievements of the community. Our
role is to help young people and their families to discover their motivation to learn
and to support them to act on it.

ABC

Confidence &
motivation
to learn

>
Celebration of
learning
achievements

YOUTH AND FAMILIES
HELP THEMSELVES

In support of this position we also operate 2 learning programmes.
Position statements for our learning programmes
1. Healthy Start Child Development Centre
We provide an early childhood programme for children below 6 years old whose
developmental and learning needs have been hindered by their social disadvantages.
These children should leave our programme ready for primary school and our Centre
should serve as a focal point that encourages the value of education as well as a
culture of learning among the families of our children and within the neighbourhoods
where they live. We will do this by providing a quality environment and a pre-school
curriculum that nurtures children’s growth emotionally, socially, cognitively and
physically. We will also be a warm and welcoming place that actively involves parents
and care-givers to take an active interest in their children’s education.
2. LIFE – Learning Is Fun & Exciting

Position Overview

>

SHARED OWNERSHIP FOR CHILDREN’S
LEARNING SUCCESS

>
Positive
experience of
learning

MUTUAL SUPPORT
AMONG NEIGHBOURS

Volunteers
Strategic Partners
& Care-Givers

We support volunteers to create a child centric environment where children experience
learning to be fun and exciting. As such, the strengths and interests of children as well
as their different learning styles are taken in consideration as they are nurtured to
become independent and motivated learners with the support of family and friends.
Key Results - Promoting a culture of learning
• Partnership with families and their community
The enthusiasm of parents and other family members in helping out at our learning
activities and year-end celebration of learning achievements indicate a shared
aspiration for children to succeed in their learning efforts. In several instances, activities
were parent-led with the support of volunteers from the wider-community and this
encourages us to continue facilitating the increased awareness and understanding of
our presence and the shared responsibility we have for the children’s learning success.
With this we hope there will be increased action and ownership of efforts to promote
learning to benefit more.

FACILITATING SUPPORT FROM
WIDER COMMUNITY

NURTURING A
COMMUNITY WORKPLACE

GOODWILL HUNTING
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7. YOUTH AND FAMILIES
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•

•

Initiating Mutual Learning Among Volunteers

In April, we initiated a volunteer support session for volunteers from different
learning programmes to share the challenges they faced and to learn from one
another’s experiences. The 24 volunteers present surfaced difficulties with classroom
management and an experienced teacher among them conducted a short tutorial
on the subject. This was an important first step toward a learning community where
volunteers from different programmes compare notes and learn from each other.
Highlights
Our Children, Our Neighbourhood, Our LIFE
Every Thursday, Fadillah and Sakinah, two parent volunteers, help out at the Learning
is Fun and Exciting (LIFE) Programme. They collect the keys to open the room, take
attendance, manage the kids in the classroom, and even help kids with their mother
tongue homework. They facilitate communication between volunteers and parents
and make sure kids go home safely after the class ends. Fadillah and Sakinah are
extremely dedicated and whenever they have a chance they share with the neighbours
about the benefits of this programme.
Both Fadillah and Sakinah have been very proactive in their community. Fadillah
opens her house for the children in the LIFE programme to come do their schoolwork
on the days that there is no class. She hopes to be able to create a study corner at
her home where she can supervise and encourage children in her neighbourhood.
Sakinah is now training a parent volunteer at another nearby block where a new
tuition programme is starting. Parent involvement, like that of Fadillah and Sakinah,
plays an integral part in the success of programmes and in building the culture of
learning in the neighbourhood.
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Cherishing Parent-Teacher Partnerships

During a year-end party to celebrate achievements of the children in the BAML
Mbrace Reading Programme, volunteers thanked parents for the joy of being able to
coach their children. While having fun and tucking into the food, children were also
listening to the discussions about their progress between their parents and volunteers.
Children are encouraged when they experience encouragement and concern from
their families, their teachers and adults who care about them. BAML volunteers who
have been associated with our learning programmes for 15 years understand the
importance of parent-teacher partnerships and find every opportunity to cherish
them. Besides ensuring that parents appreciate the purpose of the programme’s
routines activities, they always have a positive observation of their children’s efforts.
•

An Encouraging Climate for Learning

Residents and organisations in the vicinity we work were supportive of our endeavours
in promoting learning. We were allowed the use of facilities and offered resources that
facilitated our work. Importantly, the developing of friendship among neighbours. The
Stirling Neighbourhood Committee invited 65 parents, children and youths residing
in Singapore’s oldest public rental block in Stirling Road to the Southeast Asia (SEA)
Aquarium. While the trip to the aquarium was educational, it was also meaningful
in bringing neighbours from different social strata to mingle and discuss matters
related to children’s education. The subject of education and the value of learning was
a shared concern that connected people.
Our Reflection
It has been most encouraging seeing more parents play an active role in their
children’s learning outside of school and supporting our learning activities actively.
We will be building on this to see how we may strengthen parental involvement and
ownership across all our learning activities. In neighbourhoods where the majority
of children are not doing well in school, the narrative that we all have the ability to
learn must be echoed by parents, caregivers and the children’s community at-large.
We will facilitate this by strengthening the community’s ownership of the learning
programmes and its celebration of learning achievements.
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Key Results -Healthy Start Child Development Centre

• Strong Home-School Partnership

• Maintained Above Average Attendance

Assuring parents and care-givers that they will not be judged for their difficulties in
running their households or caring for their children is a constant exercise in empathy,
respect and the appreciation of good intentions, efforts and abilities. An indicator of
our ability to do so was the willingness of families to bring their children back to school
after family crises had blown over. We were also touched by the active volunteering
among parents and their frequent appreciation of our efforts during festive occasions
and special days.

We maintained attendance at 70.8% which was comparable to 70.2% the previous year.
Over the past 3 years, attendance around 70% appear to be the norm in our context
where care-givers and families are often weighed down by their day-to-day challenges.

AVERAGE ATTENDANCE AT OUR
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAMME

2016
2015

• Highlights

70.2%
71.5%

• Maximised Muster
We maximized the approved muster of 63 children to reduce the waiting list of
children who had difficulty assessing other programmes because of their family
circumstances and challenges. In total 67 infants and pre-schoolers were enrolled.
10 children moved on to primary school. 6 children withdrew due to changes in care
arrangements where they had to move away from the neighbourhood.
YOUTH AND FAMILIES
HELP THEMSELVES

Strong Wider-Community Support

The generosity from corporations and various volunteer groups, enabled our
children to benefit from field trips, swimming classes, coding lessons and intensive
individualised reading support. This wider-community support enhanced the holistic
development of our children. It also strengthened our curriculum and our mission in
giving children from families with little resources a quality early childhood education.

70.8%

2017

•

MUTUAL SUPPORT
AMONG NEIGHBOURS

Celebrations – A time for
appreciating others. 21 families
dressed in their festive best
to join their children in class
to co-create different art and
craft pieces. It was the Hari
Raya Season and
families
took the opportunity to
convey the message of racial
harmony, show appreciation
to each other and all who had
their best interest at heart. Food was lovingly prepared at home, generously shared,
and an older sister of a student provided free henna services which was a hit among
mothers and grandmothers. The intricate designs on painted hands symbolised the
many ties in the community that supported their well-being.
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•

Swimming with Aqua Ducks

K1 and K2 children had swimming classes at
AquaDucks (Swim Ducks Verhoef) and they
learnt to be safe in the water and acquired
a sense of confidence and independence.
All through the practice of floating and
paddling, children were impressed on the
importance of being respectful to their
peers and coaches. Back at the classroom,
this learning was reinforced when the children shared their experiences in small group
discussions and through drawings. This was another activity where parents offered
their support and demonstrated an active interest in their children’s development.

refreshments, transport and other necessities that enhanced participants’ learning
experience.
There was also a coding workshop by CA Technologies, a learning journey to the
Gardens by the Bay with Horizon Terminals and many other activities. We are deeply
appreciative that with all this goodwill, our children’s learning happened well beyond
the classroom.
In conclusion, last year’s reflection still holds true and we would like to reiterate that the
realistic impact of our efforts is whether children are adequately prepared for Primary
School. We have little impact beyond that. With the time and resources in our hands we
need to do our best in preparing the child for formal education. This means an ongoing
effort to keep our curriculum relevant, teachers effective and parents involved.
Key Results -LIFE (Learning Is Fun & Exciting)

Our Reflection
We are very grateful for the dedicated support from our parents and how they
contributed to the Home-School Partnership that supports children’s learning at
school and at home. Parents volunteered as chaperones during outings, supported
teachers during class activities and assisted their children with learning activities at
home that they had co-created with our teachers.
This year, in collaboration with the Ministry of Education we made Focused Language
Assistance in Reading (FLAiR) a regular feature of our programme. With the assistance
of para-educational professionals providing focused language assistance to K2
children, we were able to better strengthen their speaking and listening skills. This
was an important effort that laid the foundation for the development of their early
reading skills.

•

Widespread learning activities

With the support of 1838 volunteers, we facilitated 29 different weekly programmes
catering mainly to children who found it difficult coping with schoolwork. There were
also 2 English classes for parents and care-givers. The sight of these 10 parents trying
their best to learn encouraged the children.
22 of these programmes focused on the building of reading and language ability while
the rest provided participants with a structured learning experience that strengthened
their confidence to learn.

Throughout the years, HSCDC has been blessed with much heartfelt love and passion
showered by volunteers and corporate sponsors. This year was no different and our
children’s learning and well-being were enriched by a variety of learning opportunities.
A significant contribution was an early learning programme by Economic Development
Innovation Singapore (EDIS) that provided individualized learning plans preparing a
child for formal school admission. EDIS funded the curriculum, training of volunteers,
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•

•

Active participation

The number of children and youth reached through our different efforts is as below:

Academic Support

584

Interest groups and Learning Journeys

347

Engagement (Celebrations and conversations)

913

Those in weekly programmes recorded at least 65% in attendance.

•

Parental Involvement

Greater parental involvement was observed before and after activities. Parents
engaged volunteers in conversations about their children’s progress in the learning
programmes. Several also helped reach out to their neighbors, inviting these families
for learning journeys.
Highlights
•

AON Writing Workshop

Emo Elly, Evil Eva, Exciting Emmanuel, Funny Fardeen,
Intelligent Iqbal and Talented Tata sound like characters out
of a children’s novel but they are six young authors of “The
Voices of Me” - a collection of short pieces from an 8-week
creative writing programme conducted by the Aon Corporate
Social Responsibility Team. All of these children attend our
learning programmes. From 20 March to 2 May last year, 13
volunteers guided these young writers as they participated in
exercises such as exploring adjectives around our 5 senses,
imagining the world through the eyes of an animal and writing
a Haiku, a traditional form of Japanese poetry consisting of 3
lines. To cap it off, the 6 young authors were invited to the Aon
Café to launch their book. Their parents looked on proudly as
they autographed 87 books and we know for a fact that the authors were super pleased.
They told us that nothing felt better than being able to make their parents proud.
YOUTH AND FAMILIES
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I Can Read because I Play and Move

A four-year-old who could not communicate in English was able to participate
enthusiastically in class after volunteers in our reading programme learned to
manage challenging behaviours through play and movement. By redirecting the
children’s attention to different sections of the classroom, and using Alphabet wall
charts, children picked up the sound of words quickly while having fun.
There was also storytelling, active movement during class and singing sessions.
Working closely with parents and volunteers, the reading programme started with
only three children. However, by the end of the year, there was a core group of ten
children, a reasonable children’s reading facility and lesson plans focusing on phonics.
Attendance was good and more positive social behaviours were observed.
Our Reflection
The wide range of learning activities we offered enabled us to offer children a
learning opportunity that appealed to them. While we attempt to make learning fun
and exciting, the value of our efforts is whether children experience it as such. We
want children to discover their motivation to learn and going forward, we hope to get
children actively involved in shaping the learning activities. We need to strengthen
children’s ownership for their own learning.

7.3 A CULTURE OF EMPLOYMENT
Position Overview
Economic success reduces isolation and increase participation in the mainstream. Caregivers who are gainfully employed are more likely to meet basic needs of children and
youths in their households. As such, we link members to resources, programmes and
relationships that enable them to take an active interest in their ability to participate in the
economy and generate income. In this way, people co-operate for mutual benefit and
community is strengthened.
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Keys Results

•

•

We mentored 6 women who ran their own micro-business dealing with food and sewing.
We are pleased that that end of the year, these women have been in business for at
least 2 years and seemed to have found a way to generate income to live modestly.

Seasonal Income Generating Projects

We maintained the income generated from seasonal baking and catering projects.
By participating in the projects, 8 women shared some $30,000 among themselves.

•

INCOME FROM SEASONAL PROJECTS

•

0

5K

$

Training

9 different seminars and workshops introducing topics such batik printing, basic floristry,
bread-making, hamper and flower arrangement helped 14 women gain the confidence
to take on small jobs utilising their new skills.

2017
2016
2015
$

Self-Employment

Sustainable Employment

We are grateful that employers in our network continued to give their best support
to our referrals. Often, our participants’ ability to sustain employment is hindered
by care-giving responsibilities at home but employers remained encouraging and
supportive. 3 new employers joined our network and we had 11 partners in total.

10K $15K $20K $25K $30K $35K

$

Highlights
•

Increased Confidence among Participants

The women involved in the seasonal projects experienced a sense of empowerment that
resulted in demonstrating autonomy and ownership. Bakers Beyond was managed by
a lead baker who liaised with customers, managed the operating budgets and sourced
for supplies. Other examples of empowerment included
2 other bakers who cooked a vegetarian traditional
Malay Muslim meal for 15 guests as part of the 2017
Singapore International Festival of Arts. The bakers also
presented their work as representatives of Beyond at
networking sessions and learning platforms hosted by other organisations. Finally,
3 of them presented their stories on WomenTalk TV, a media platformdedicated to
sharing stories of strength, courage and inspiration.
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Bakers Giving Back - For the second year
running, Bakers Beyond paid forward the
goodwill they have received to others. In 2016,
the women cooked large pots of green bean
porridge for distribution to their neighbours.
This year, the women had an opportunity to visit
Kampong Tiban in Batam and cooked a meal for
200 villagers. They also made a small donation
that enabled 2 children to receive refurbished
computers. What moved us most was the
respectful way that they went about it; their empathy and consideration for those
who were receiving their gift. Rusnah, their leader shared, “We know that receiving a
free meal can be embarrassing so we tried our best just to be friends from Singapore
enjoying a day at their village and not act atas (superior)”.
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Standing Strong

2 of our members welcomed the community into their home - a public rental flat.
Nurhasana Kamaruzaman and Rusnah Sajee cooked a vegetarian traditional Malay
Muslim meal for 15 guests as part of the 2017 Singapore International Festival of Arts.
O.P.E.N. Kitchens is a public engagement initiative created by Noorlinah Mohamed
which is inspired by the philosophy of Lebanese culinary activist Kamal Mouzawak’s
Make Food Not War. It harnesses the power of food to create a hospitable space where
people enjoy each other’s company while eating and cooking together.
Guests worked in small groups to prepare ‘beef’ rendang, sambal goreng, begedil and
agar-agar. After an hour or so of lively food preparation, they sat in a circle to enjoy
the fruit of their labour and to get to know their hosts better. Nurhasana runs a food
stall at a primary school while Rusnah is home-baker.
The guests gave their undivided attention as both
women spoke of their friendship and how they are
now better able to provide for their families after
participating in training and income generating
opportunities. They also shared how volunteers
provided the working capital needed to get their
small businesses running.

Position Overview
Families are strong and stable when breadwinners achieve economic success,
relationships among members are mutually nurturing and there is a sense of
support from the community. Hence, we encourage families to address issues that
may disrupt aspects of stability. We facilitate decision-making in a peaceable way
where relationships are restored and strengthened among members, extended
family and friends.

•

Our Reflections
We realised that we were most successful in facilitating self-employment and incomegenerating projects. We also noted that other agencies are better equipped to provide
training and employment placement and our members have benefitted immensely
by participating in them. While we will continue to assist our participants with
MUTUAL SUPPORT
AMONG NEIGHBOURS

7.4 FAMILY STRENGTHENING

Key Results

‘Standing Strong’ was how the Festival described Nurhasana and Rusnah but when
people can find something between them that brings them closer, collectively we
are standing strong. These kitchen encounters reveal that no matter how different we
think we are, there is always something between us that we can savour.

YOUTH AND FAMILIES
HELP THEMSELVES

facilitating self-employment and income-generating projects going forward.
Capitalising our reach within the rental neighbourhoods, we will also facilitate
competence among residents around the issue of employment such that more will be
equipped with the information and inspiration to stay meaningfully employed. We
will harvest the strengths and skills within these neighbourhoods and explore how
they may be translated to income generation opportunities.

Enabled Family Decision-making

Families reported that they felt trusted to make important decisions for themselves.
They also told us that they appreciated the physical and psychological space we
provided for them to do so. They found the retreats and meetings where extended
family members and friends were invited to be effective and empowering.
•

Strengthened Support with the Meaningful Engagement of Volunteers

We work at building a network of support around those who seek our assistance. While
social services may be necessary it is only when people are adequately supported by
family, friends and volunteers would we consider them reasonably integrated with
their community. Hence, we are pleased to note that we were able to link 44 families
to volunteers who offered friendship, practical assistance and specialised help such
as report writing and coaching.
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Effective Advocacy

Succeeded in facilitating financial assistance for 30 families; 3 of which requiring
assistance for at least 6 months.

“Initially, I had no idea what I could offer as a befriender. The first time I met my
Suhana, I actually put on lipstick to make a better impression!” Lavinia laughed. “Over
time, when we got to know each other better, she helped me realise that no matter
what problems we have, we should not forget our dreams and goals. Our children
may take up so much of us, but we should never neglect the ‘person’ we were before
they came along.” Lavinia added to emphasise that mentoring can be a satisfying
two-way relationship.

Total amount disbursed

Highlights
•

Meaningful Mentoring Relationships

Chris, 60 years old began his mentoring relationship
by introducing different recreational activities to
help Jeremy, 16 years old identify his interests. The
friendship become significant for Jeremy when Chris
showed up as his support person during a family
decision-making meeting involving relatives from
Indonesia that he was meeting in person for the first
time. With “Uncle” Chris beside him, Jeremy shared
his opinions and concerns with his relatives confidently.
He established ties with his extended family and made
plans to resolve the challenges his family in Singapore were facing. Jeremy tells us
that “Uncle” Chris always listened to his feelings and this helped him remain steady in
the face of uncertainty and much stress in his life.

34

Lavinia, 30 years old was a young mother
herself and is currently single-parenting. Her
life experiences help her connect well with
20-year-old Suhana who has just began her
journey as a wife and mother. When Suhana
was going through a bad patch, Lavinia roped
in her own mother to provide emotional support
and practical assistance late into the night.
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As for Suhana, she had this to say, “Lavinia is not like other people whom I know. I can
speak to her easily and she helps me when I really need it. She walks the extra mile
to even meet me late at night and on weekends after her work hours just to lend me
a listening ear.”
•

Competent and Committed Volunteer Advocates

After receiving training on report writing, students from Temasek Polytechnic and
Singapore Management University visited our families to observe their challenges
as a way to prepare themselves to write better advocacy reports. These volunteers
have helped advocate for youth-at-risk of being institutionalised, families in need of
financial support as well as children and parents seeking to remain in the country with
their families.
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7.4.1 OTHER RESOURCES IN THIS AREA

A Healing Reunion

Working with a mother in crisis, it was clear she felt very unsupported and detached
from her family who were living in Medan. The mother, left Medan 16 years ago with a
small baby to begin her new life in Singapore, and had never returned. She had four
children with her husband, without any support from her biological family.

•

In conjunction with the ERGO Insurance Pte Ltd, the ACR Capital Holdings Pte Ltd
offered a fully subsidized scheme that enabled 382 families to benefit from a Personal
Accident Coverage for 1 year. This was the 6th year the scheme had been in place.

When she started experiencing post-natal
depression and difficulties in her marriage,
we arranged for her mother and two other
family members to travel to Singapore for
a reunion, and to meet the children for the
first time.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS HELPED BY ACR

Caregivers helped by ARC

They stayed for five days in the family home
and in accommodation sponsored by Far East Organisation. There the family took part
in a problem-solving dialogue involving relevant stakeholders like neighbourhood
leaders, befrienders, and community workers. It set out looking into the recurring
triggers in the family and how each person in the network can support and take
responsibility. Support was forthcoming from all present and the extended family
was a reassuring presence that helped the mother achieve much emotional stability.
After which, the family enjoyed the hospitable facilities provided by Far East and had
some bonding and stress-free time that made for a meaningful and memorable reunion.
Our Reflection
Problems associated with trans-national marriages such as higher educational
expenses, anxiety over the care of children and the lack of access to social services
caused much stress and instability to low-income families. They often perceived the
problems as insurmountable and this increased their feelings of being marginalised.
Hence, the presence of volunteers in their lives helped strengthened their connection
to the country and their hope for a better future.
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Asia Capital Reinsurance Group Personal Accident Coverage

•

Educational Assistance Fund

This is a designated internal fund replenished by donations aimed at enabling
children and youths to pursue their education without being burdened by
educational expenses. The funds also enable disadvantaged youths, especially
school dropouts, the opportunity to acquire a skill that would enhance their ability
to remain employed, generate income or add value to the work of our organization
as a volunteer.
•

Family Assistance Fund

To provide a sense of stability for families who lack financial resources and may be
overstressed and under-supported.
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8. ENCOURAGING MUTUAL SUPPORT AMONG 		
NEIGHBOURS

PROJECT
NAME

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

Position Overview
To nurture neighbourhoods which adopt a restorative problem-solving approach
that emphasises involvement and cooperation among family members, friends and
volunteers. We will form strategic partnerships with grassroots organisations, the
police, schools and other stakeholders to bring about a restorative climate.

YOUTHS IN CONFLICT WITH THE LAW, PEERS AND AUTHORITY
1.

Less Fight,
More Work.

Peace-making circle for a
disagreement among friends.

9

0

0

2.

Let’s share
our bikes.

Addressing issues with youths
who misused the bike sharing
schemes. Assuming ownership
for responsible bike sharing.

20

0

3

Putting Out
the Fire (1)

Parents and care-givers
responding to the damage of
common areas in their
neighbourhood. They explored
how they may come together
to engage and support youths
who may be feeling restless.

19

6

13

5

0

0

117

1

0

Key Results
Residents worked closely with volunteers from the larger community to execute
36 projects across 5 neighbourhoods which involved 1,344 people. The projects
addressed youth offending, poor school performance and related issues.

2017

CREATING A RESTORATIVE CLIMATE-INDICATORS FOR
OWNERSHIP OF NEIGHBOURHOOD CONCERNS

36

2015

Engaged number of youth &
adults family members

124
29
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3.

1344

133
46

2016

Neighbourhood Leaders

130
36

4.

Putting Out
the Fire (2)

A follow-up conversation with
the youths utilising drama.

5.

Hold on!
I am stil a
child

An interactive drama
discussing the effects of youths
shouldering care-giving
responsibilities at home.

952
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NO. OF
VOLUNTEERS

S/n

8.1 RESTORATIVE NEIGHBOURHOODS

NO.OF
NEIGHBOURHOOD
LEADERS

The interventions and activities are in the areas of creating a restorative climate and
the promotion of youth voluntarism in neighbourhoods.

NO.OF
PARTICIPANTS

LIST OF PROJECTS THAT PROMOTED A RESTORATIVE
CLIMATE IN NEIGHBOURHOODS
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YOUTHS IN CONFLICT WITH THE LAW, PEERS AND AUTHORITY
6.

I am
Tangled

A forum theatre performance
that surfaced the issues faced
by youths living in rental
housing.

7.

Redirecting mischievous
Adventurous
Waterbombers energy to positive action.

8.

E-scooter boys

A group of boys put things
right for the shop owner affected
by theft of his e-scooters.

62

0

22

6

0

3

7

3

1

NEIGHBOURHOOD PRIDE AND COMMUNITY INTEGRATION
9.

10.

Acting
Together
Understanding
the “Other!”

Gift of the
Generation
Gap

Year-long project where youths
residing in rental housing work
with their peers from more
privileged backgrounds to
produce and stage interactive
theatre performances. The
process gave a voice to all
participants facilitating empathy,
mutual understanding and
cooperation.
The elderly and youths were
given the use of cameras to
photograph each other and
their neighbourhood. This
culminated into the production
of a book of their photographs
funded by the Shirin Fozdar
Foundation. It was a project to get
neighbours perceived to have
little in common to develop intergenerational friendships and a
shared sense of belonging to
their neighbourhood.
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257

25

Project
Cheer (1)

Children, youths and parents
extended friendship to the
elderly in the neighbourhood.

12.

Project
Cheer (2)

A day of fun and bonding for
children and the elderly.

13.

Movies in
the Park

A project bringing families
from different ethnic
backgrounds together for
an evening of games and a
movie.

14.

Friendship
Day

Showcasing the talents and
strengths of residents in a
neighbourhood as a way of
facilitating new connections
among them.

15.

Buka Puasa
Breaking Fast
Together (1)

Opportunity for residents
regardless of faith, to share
a meal in the spirt of mutual
respect and the deepening
of friendship among
neighbourhoods.

11.

69

16.

17.

24
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18.

Buka Puasa
Breaking Fast
Together (2)
Buka Puasa
Breaking Fast
Together (3)
Light Up
Ramadan!

A ground-up initiative
to bring festive cheer to
neighbours with health and
other challenges. Residents
pooled their resource to
purchase and install fairy
lights at these households.
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41

4

26

32

0

10

109

16

33

112

33

27

333

4

0

131

0

10

45

3

0

8

47

6
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19.

20.

21.

Our
Neighbourhood
Calendar

Residents came together to
discuss and plan activities for
2017.

17

One
Whampoa

Ongoing conversations
between residents from
rental and owner-occupied
flats to facilitate a collective
sense of community.

15

A weekly soccer training
session involving youths from
the rental and purchased
housing areas within the
Whampoa neighbourhood.
This facilitates friendships
across social economic status.

10

Sunday
Soccer @
Whampoa

0

5

3

25.

6
26.

0

Safe Behind
the Gates

Our
Children’s
Future

Extraordinary
Mothers

A weekly soccer training
session involving youths from
the rental and purchased
housing areas within the
Whampoa neighbourhood.
This facilitates friendships
across social economic status.

27.

28.
30

2

9

A conversation involving
parents and children
to surface dreams and
aspirations families had for
their children.

35

0

17

A savings programme,
encouraging parents to save for
their children’s education and
health expenses through the
Child Development Account.

66

11

7

The Poverty
Conversations

Understanding poverty in the
Singapore context with a view
of appreciating the strengths
and abilities of care-givers.

30

12

8

6

5

0

5

0

0

FAMILY CONFLICT
29.

We are
Strong. We are
Women.

Mothers coming together in
mutual support to handling
their challenges.

0

6
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24.

Girls Talk

A pre-teen peer support
group for girls to look at
potential challenges in
adolescence.

6

1

1
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0

The
Community
Tabung

40

23.

38

50
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NEIGHBOURHOOD PRIDE AND COMMUNITY INTEGRATION
22.

In the interest of safety,
households with young children
had gates installed by the
government and well-wishers
after the issue was highlighted
from our outreach activities.
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30.

Chasing the
Blues Away

Neighbours coming together
to support a mother suffering
from post-natal depression
which result in family
misunderstanding.

Neighbours
and Friends
Again

A circle process to resolve
conflict between neighbours.
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STRENGTHENING THE LOCAL RESPONSE-KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER,
SKILL BUILDING AND SUPPORT
31.

32.

33.

Celebrating
Success and
Imagining
Progress.

Neighbourhood leaders took
stock of their achievements
and embarked on a visioning
exercise to articulate next steps
for further success.

To Punish or
to Help? Are
my children
behaving
badly or
struggling
to cope with
challenges?

Introducing the notion
of restorative justice and
practices to neighbourhood
leaders. Recognising that our
perception and understanding
of children’s behaviours
determine our response.

Calling on My
Neighbours

Residents organised
themselves to routinely
visit their neighbours so as
to strengthen their collective
identity as a community.
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a big smile that she was Thai Muslim. After her son was incarcerated, his wife left
him, and she has been the main care-giver for her 8-year-old grand-daughter
since. In the same block, Jamaliah a widow continues to support her school-going
teenagers by working as a packer despite being on dialysis 3 times a week.
Not too long ago, she was also caring for her nephews when their father was
incarcerated.
These 3 women were among 7 identified by their neighbours who put together an
“Extraordinary Mothers’ Day Celebration” in honour of their commitment to children,
some whose parents were unable to care for them. Each mother had different life
stories, but their common traits of love, selfless care, resilience and strength defined
them as extraordinary mothers. Expenses for the event were donated by a volunteer and
another provided bouquets. A neighbour baked a cake and 37 students from Anderson
Secondary School guided the children as they prepared a card and decorated a large
cookie as gifts to their mother. They also got grandmothers and mothers gamely
participating in a treasure hunt with their children.

Highlights
•

Extraordinary Mothers

Mdm Aini was standing at the corridor voicing her concern that her 4-year-old
grandson was unable to read and write. Her son was 18 when the child was born
and when he broke off with his girlfriend, she became the child’s primary care-giver.
She worries about her grandson’s education and what would become of him when she
is no longer around. A few doors down, Mdm Saengmai was massaging her hurting
knees. She spoke with a distinct accent that we could not place until she shared with
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To close the event, we facilitated an affirmation circle. Lay Siew, an intern began
by appreciating her mother who had gone through much hardship to raise her.
Her emotional tribute to her mother assured all present that they were in a safe
place where vulnerability was treasured. Children and youths then took turns to
say a few words of gratitude to their care-givers. One thanked his mother for the
delicious meals she prepared while another mentioned the patient guidance she
received whenever she made a mistake. No one was tongue tied and as they gave
their mother a big hug, every child uttered an apology for the troubles and pains
they had caused.
Parents want to raise children whom they can be proud of but sometimes, children
do not do their parents proud. Would this then be a situation of bad parents
or bad kids? Or is it just a tough situation which is an opportunity for parents
and kids to rebuild their relationships and their lives? Regardless, we can always
begin to make life better for ourselves or those around us and this makes life
extraordinary.
•

The Poverty Conversations

Since 1992, The United Nations has been dedicating 17 October as the International
Day for the Eradication of Poverty. A path toward peaceful and inclusive societies
is this year’s theme which “recognizes the knowledge and courage of families
living in poverty throughout the world, the importance of reaching out to the
poorest and building an alliance with citizens from all backgrounds to end
poverty.” www.un.org/en/events/povertyday/
Together with friends from AWARE, Daughters of Tomorrow, South Central
Community Family Service Centre and academia, we discussed how each of us
could mark this day in our own way and we decided that the occasion should be
in the words of the UN, “an opportunity to acknowledge the effort and struggle of
people living in poverty, a chance for them to make their concerns heard, and a
moment to recognize that poor people are the first ones to fight against poverty.”
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A mother elaborated, “I was working to support my daughter but there are
regulations that you can’t leave a child under 12 years old at home alone. As a
single mum, I struggled with that. The Child Protection Officer said I was neglecting
my daughter. She couldn’t see that I was not home because I was working for her.”
The others in the room nodded and we learned that having one’s child in an institution
was commonplace in their neighbourhood and an experience shared by half the room.
“When my child was taken away, I was really down. My job was affected because I had
to go to court, attend review meetings, pick up child for home leave and when child is
sick I had to bring to doctor. Really difficult because ‘don’t turn up means I don’t care’
so I needed many off days and my employer was not happy with me.”
These stories were sad but they did not cloud perspective. A few felt they were not that
poor since they have WIFI, a TV, a two-door fridge, and food. A youth participant said,
“there is no such thing as poverty in my life” even though her father is in a wheelchair
and her family has no income. She is studying at ITE and feels lucky that she can do
that. Some also pointed out that the government and groups such as the SPH Pocket
Money Fund, churches and mosques have been helping and therefore, low-income
families in Singapore are well-supported. Incarceration, divorce, poor parenting and
felt discrimination were
deemed sensitive topics
by us but participants
chose to raise them and
conducted themselves
with grace; as they
acknowledged
being
blessed with positive
relationships
within
their family and their
neighborhood.
They
also kept their sense of
humour.
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Looking at the range of average monthly income presented, someone asked, “What
jobs they do ah? I work one year also cannot get.” This got everyone laughing heartily
with much bemusement.
From where we were standing, these women lacked social stability but instead
of being blown away by pessimism they stood firm believing that a better life
lay ahead as long as they kept doing their best. Such resolute determination is
something we could learn from.

•

Our Reflection

In an operating environment where efficiency is valued, and effectiveness carefully
measured, it is easy to notice what has gone wrong and to take corrective action.
Corrective action, while always necessary, must be executed in a manner that does
not depreciate people and their good intentions. Action is best fuelled by appreciation
of what we have because it is often not our weaknesses that prevent action but the
lack of a shared identity and purpose.
Over the last 12 months, we held a space for the following purposes:

•

Gates & Grilles

a) Leadership and ownership of shared challenges in low-income
neighbourhoods;

A few families shared that their homes did not have gates and grilles, and this was
compromising the safety of their children. It also meant they had to keep their doors
closed, making the environment stuffy and the residents reluctant to open the door to
talk to neighbours or volunteers.
Youth Corps volunteers researched how
many families raised these concerns
and engaged 6 of them in a community
conversation about what would be a more
conducive environment for their children.
They went on to give the homes of these
families a “makeover”, including installing
grills, painting their walls and creating a
study corner for the children.
We also worked with HDB to install gates
for 10 households. A secondary outcome
of this project was that these families, who
had previously been isolated from the
community-built friendships with each other
and started helping each other out.
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b) Managing with limited financial resources;
c) Connection between older persons and young people;
d) Cooperation among neighbours from different social strata;
e) Welcoming migrants as neighbours;
f) Communication between young people and their caregivers;
g) Peace-making/conflict resolution among youth;
h) Restoring and repairing relationships among neighbours after a conflict &
i) Appreciating diversity and practicing inclusion.
In the process, we were reminded that we must start with our own ability to be an
appreciative presence wherever we work. Otherwise, we are here to fix people and
not facilitating a space where people experience empowerment. We experienced
how once people were connected through the authentic sharing of personal stories;
solidarity, empathy and peer support followed very naturally. We saw how after
coming together, people were able to imagine possibilities for themselves.
Being an appreciative presence wherever we work needs to be a commitment and the
basis of our work. It is not what we can do but who can we be.
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8.2 A HIGH LEVEL OF YOUTH VOLUNTARISM

Highlights

Position Overview

•

Youth development is about developing leadership among young people and
not simply keeping them occupied. We nurture youth leadership by facilitating
voluntarism. This is also done with a view of nurturing community leaders for the
longer run. Youths are challenged to co-create the neighbourhood they would
like to live in.

6 parents and 15 youths worked together to light up the homes of 8 neighbours. They
wanted to bring a little cheer to those who were having a tough time and after some
discussions decided to reach out to neighbours such as Mdm Norizan who recently
had a cataract operation. However, when they visited her, our youths learnt that
despite our challenges we can find a reason to be joyful. Mdm Norizan was all smiles
and cheerful as she proudly served them Serunding, a grated coconut recipe she had
proudly preserved from her days living at a kampong.

Key Results
The number of youths assuming leadership roles in their neighbourhood
increased from 47 to 61. There was also an increase in the number of youths
volunteering regularly.

LOCAL YOUTH VOLUNTARISM
Total No of Youth
Volunteers
from community

695

2016

303

2015

Total No of Youth
Volunteers Leaders
from community

2017

Total No of Regular
Volunteers from
community

2017

Total No of Ad-hoc
(1-3 times in a year)
Volunteers from community

2017

42

233

2017

2016
2015

•

42

2016
2015
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Appreciating Our Volunteering Journey

To commemorate Youth Day and to appreciate their volunteering efforts, we invited
45 youths to Changi Beach for a bar-be-cue. In small groups, we asked each to
share a memorable volunteering experience and we were reminded that it was not
the size of the task but the meaning we derive from it that made it satisfying and
memorable.

130
88
71

2015

At another household, Mdm Jamaliah, a widow
diagnosed with kidney failure soon after the death
of her husband 5 years ago, shared with the youths
how work gives her the will to live and care for
her family. She elaborated that one must always
be grateful for blessings such as her supportive
employer who schedules her packing duties around
her dialysis treatment.
“Choose your neighbour before choosing your residence,” is a common Arabic
proverb but perhaps it is also by choosing to be a good neighbour that we create a
valuable residence.

61
47
42

2016

Neighbourly Light

611
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One shared that knocking on doors and giving out invitations to a free market in his
neighbourhood initially seemed like a job to simply get over and done with.
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He could not quite understand why he was asked to knock on doors when he could
simply slip the invites into the letter boxes below every block of flats. However,
when he had finished he was surprised that he found it quite satisfying. Almost
everyone had thanked him and asked him more about the event and somehow, it
felt like he had so many more friends.

Thaslim’s own experience with volunteering started when he was living in a rental
flat in the Bukit Merah area. He saw Beyond Social Services volunteers playing
with some children and asked if he could join in. From there, he helped as a
volunteer giving out food rations to the elderly and later joined a programme
where he discovered a passion for running and fitness.

Another remembered a “long walk” he had with a disabled person. It was not the
distance covered but the time it took to cover the distance. He had to be very
careful that the person did not trip and literally offered a helping hand. He had
helped at various activities but never considered himself as a volunteer. After this
experience though, he began identifying himself as one.

“After I started training, it taught me values - especially perseverance and resilience.
When I feel like giving up during a run, I will tell my coach I cannot do it. But he
will say come on, you can do this. Because of the encouragement, it made me push
myself. That’s how I relate my training
to my life. There are times where I am
faced with a lot of difficulties, especially
when my father is unable to get a proper
job. So, I know that everyone can face
difficulties in their lives. It’s about how
we persevere. When I push the kids
during training, I think they can learn a
lot of things from it.” says Thaslim.

Several others remembered helping at our fund-raising or community events. It
was memorable because the experience of being able to contribute made them
feel more confident about themselves. The fact that so many volunteers across
Singapore were frequently trying to assist people in their neighbourhoods was
not lost on our youths. Hence, when asked to help produce tote bags from old
tee-shirts as a token of appreciation for all volunteers at an upcoming fundraising event, they helped enthusiastically.
People are strong when they can give and so we are mindful that whenever a
need is identified, it is an opportunity to ask what can the“needy” do and how
may we honour and sustain their efforts. Strong and resilient people are not those
without needs or problems but those who continue to live on regardless with
generosity and grace.
•

•

My Journey to Fitness

“My Journey to Fitness” programme was started by 19 year old Beyond Social
Services volunteer, Abdul Thaslim, who wanted to create a weekly fitness
programme for children to express themselves through sports and learn important
values in life. The fitness programme consists of general endurance training to
build a basic fitness foundation for any type of sports.
YOUTH AND FAMILIES
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The children who attend his programme
regularly are Thaslim’s motivation
to persevere in the fitness training programme. His ultimate goal is to expand the
programme to other neighbourhoods, by training up leaders within his programme
to help him do so.
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The Diversion Squad

This energetic bunch who are inspired by K-pop, are getting to be quite famous on
Instagram, with hundreds of followers. They say their fans are called “divers”, and the
word “diversity” in their name comes from the fact that each of them bring unique
talents to the group. Two years in a row, they have been attending the Summer Dance
Jam Camp, a week-long dance convention where classes are taught by world-famous
choreographers. Group leader Shaheera says, “They gave us special attention
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because we were the youngest. One of our members learnt to do the baby freeze!”
The camp ignited their passion to pursue dance more seriously and has improved
their self-esteem.
The Diversion Squad is made up of members from Bukit Merah and
Whampoa, and have performed at different venues around Singapore, mostly
to help raise funds for different charities. Volunteering their time and creativity
in this way makes the dancers a happy bunch.

Cathryn, 11 years old covered
20km and had this to say,
“It was not so difficult and I
am so happy I could help.”
Others were not as articulate,
but their happy chatter at the
end and the careful way they
looked at the Certification of
Appreciation they received
from the organisers revealed
a sense of pride for achieving
a small goal they had agreed
to 2 months ago. Those who had their family present were beaming when their
parents told us how proud they were of their children for “doing charity.”
Our Reflection
Our message that “we have to create the neighbourhoods we want to live in”seems
to be gaining traction with the youths we engaged. This was helped by the mutual
learning experiences we facilitated for youth leaders from different neighbourhoods
as well as opportunities to contribute a new skill learnt or a passion. To facilitate youth
leadership development, it is important to firstly facilitate the development of their
interests and holistic well-being.

•

Blading for Charity

12 of our young people together with 13 others collectively covered 460 km on roller
blades at the East Coast Park. This was the finale for the year’s Charity Bike ‘N’ Blade
fund-raising campaign. On 10 and 11 June this year, each cyclist covered a distance
more than 285km which is equivalent to the distance from Kuantan to Mersing in
Malaysia. None of these young people had ever donned a pair of roller blades but
after 6 training sessions with Inline Culture who offered their services pro-bono, they
gamely attempted a 10-km glide.
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The interventions and activities promote cooperation among helping agencies,
welcome volunteers and create a mutually meaningful experience of respectful giving
for all involved. These efforts create a context for our programme participants to
acquire social capital that would bridge them to resources and opportunities.
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9.1 FACILITATING COOPERATION AMONG HELPING 		
AGENCIES FOR THE BENEFIT OF OUR MEMBERS
Position Overview
We harness and direct the available professional/designated resources in the
community for the benefit of our members in the neighbourhoods we serve. We form
strategic partnerships with a view of progressing friendships into partnerships and
into programmes that are a resource in the community. i.e. part of the village. The other
role we play is to share our experiences and resources with others to promote mutual
learning that strengthens the relevance of a community development approach.
Key Results
We partnered actively with 134 helping agencies that provided programmes and
other resources for young people and their families. These were other voluntary
welfare organisations, government grassroots organisations and youth leadership
development organisations such as Youth Corps Singapore. In our view, the cooperation
was an important factor that contributed to an experience of living in a neighbourhood
where people were well-cared for and supported.
Highlights
• The Gift of the Generation Gap
In partnership with the Shirin Fozdar Conference on the Move, we embarked on a
project to facilitate friendships between the young and and older persons. In our
neighbourhoods, residents above 55 years old comprise 19.8% and those below 25
years old account for 39.7%. There are twice as many youths, but an elderly resident is
not likely to have a young person as a friend. Instead, the generation gap is reinforced
by different interests, lifestyles and occasional squabbles resulting from a denselypopulated urban living environment. However, the generation gap is a gift waiting
to be unwrapped. Inter-generational friendships improve personal well-being and
are a resource for a more fulfilling life. We also believe that friendships between
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the elderly and the youths residing in
the same neighbourhood help families
to keep their young people out of harm’s
way.
As an ice-breaker, we got 12 elderly
persons and 3 youths to form a line in
descending order of their ages. Everyone
participated sportingly, and it surprised
us somewhat that despite hanging out
together at the Seniors Activity Centre
(SAC), they were just discovering each
other’s ages and were having so much
fun doing so. In collaboration with the
neighbourhood SAC operated by the Thye
Hua Kwan Moral Charities (THKMC), we used photography as a means of developing
friendships between our youths and their elderly neighbours. We called this effort the
Gift of the Generation Gap and one output was a photobook of pictures the elderly
and the youths have shot of each other.
Despite having volunteers who are highly skilled photographers, the photography
lesson was not one where they could assert their authority. Participants “complained”
that view finders on the disposable cameras were too small and that smart phones
can wait till the 2G network ceases on 1 April 2017. Tongues were firmly in cheeks of
course, but in good spirits, the elderly earnestly learnt the finer points of handling a
camera phone from the volunteers and the youths.
What moved us was how one elderly person brought a small album of photographs
she had taken on a trip to the USA a long time ago. The album was a treasure chest
of happy memories she held dear and she placed it on her lap all the time. She was
keen to pick up photography as she wanted to be able to capture the happiness in the
little time she has left.
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• Mount Alvernia Medical and Dental Outreach at Agape Village

Key Results

This resource enabled 229 members across 4 neighbourhoods to receive affordable
medical treatment. This was especially useful for transnational families where
members who are non-citizens do not receive government-subsidised medical
treatment. Moreover, families who are under the Community Health Assist Scheme
(CHAS) do not have to pay at all.

$491,600*
*Due to improvements in our CRM, the value of volunteer hours in 2016 has been
updated and differs from the value reported in Annual Report 2016.

Challenges and Reflections
In low income neighbourhoods, there tends to be a strong presence of social services
and helping agencies, each usually targeting specific segments of the population.
While there are coordination bodies, cooperation is best facilitated by people-to
-people relationships between the agencies and the ability of people on the ground
to believe in the value that comes from collaborations and cooperation.

9.2 INCREASING VOLUNTARISM AND CIVIL SOCIETY 		
PARTICIPATION TO FOSTER COHESION BETWEEN 		
WIDER SOCIETY AND OUR MEMBERS

For every 100 staff hours there were 57 volunteer hours. Our ongoing efforts to
improve our volunteer management enabled us to deploy more volunteers. Processes
that we had developed with a Workplace Learning Specialist from the Institute of
Adult Learning enhanced efficiency; reduced staff hours and increased volunteer
involvement for the tasks of door-knocking, gift sorting and distribution.
By valuing different volunteering tasks according to the approximate pay per hour in
the job market, we estimate the total value of volunteer manpower at $821,351.

Position Overview
We invite, involve and inspire volunteers with the view of building a volunteer-heavy
organisation that is driven to realize the vision of a strong and inclusive community
which values compassion, social justice and community.
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Highlights
• Volunteer-led Initiatives
There were a variety of initiatives that engaged our children and youth in fitness
routines, reading and drama. Apart from nurturing young people, these activities
nurtured a sense of community. For instance, FunFit, a fitness programme emphasises
the need for mutual understanding and acceptance across racial groups through
team play and teamwork. Parents worked closely with the volunteers to safeguard the
programme’s social integration and inclusion agenda.

As gifts symbolise a sense of solidarity, they present the opportunity for relationship
building between people from diverse backgrounds. Hence, we endeavour to welcome
them in a way that is mutually respectful of those who give and receive. Respectful
giving is an act of sharing that builds a more inclusive community.

Students from the Singapore University of Social Sciences introduced reading
programmes in 2 different neighbourhoods for young children which also created
the opportunity for parents to form friendships. Likewise, Singapore Polytechnic’s
Diploma in Applied Drama and Psychology students inspired youth to take pride in
their neighbourhood and their personal stories. As part of a community theatre group,
youth were tasked to help build a script that reflected their life situations realistically.
Thus, as they engaged their neighbours as part of their research, the conversations
built friendships and mutual positive regard.
Challenges and Reflections
Volunteer management is not just about deploying manpower for various tasks but
about holding a space that welcomes the passions and talents volunteers bring.
When volunteers are passionate about their tasks and roles, much gets done and the
community benefits.

9.3 WELCOMING THE GOODWILL AND GENEROSITY OF
THE LARGER COMMUNITY TOWARD OUR CAUSE
Position Overview
We take the view that a confident and competent local community can receive gifts
graciously from the larger community to complement its inherent strengths.
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Highlights
• Many Helping Hands, Many Gifts
The year-end gift distribution was a massive exercise that would not have been
possible without volunteers playing different roles.
We gave out 2,500 gifts to our children and youth in December. Volunteers
started collecting wishes in October all the way till November. They visited
children between the ages of 0-18 years old, getting their gift details such as
size, colours and alternatives. The information was then collated by another group
of volunteers, who ensured that no child was missed. Next, volunteers from our
Caring Caller Programme arranged gift delivery times with the families so that it
would be easier for volunteers who were delivering.
Volunteers from the corporations were excited to buy the gifts and they checked
back with us frequently to ensure that the correct gifts were purchased. They then
wrapped the gifts, labelled them and sorted them according to the addresses.
Many volunteers braved the rain and carried out multiple deliveries joyfully. It
was most gratifying to see so many people chipping in simply to bring a little joy
to others.
Challenges and Reflections
Facilitating a meaningful experience for both givers and receivers is anchored
in mutual respect. We endeavour to create an experience of gift sharing among
friends rather than on where the “haves” give to “have-nots.” On an ongoing basis,
we need to strengthen the narrative for respectful giving.
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Position Overview
A community is an environment where there is generosity, kindness, cooperation,
forgiveness, acceptance of the human condition and mystery. To facilitate community
in the neighbourhoods we work in, we need to begin with ourselves. Hence, our
ongoing efforts at nurturing a community workplace that embodies the values we
espouse so that they may shape our peace-making and community building efforts.
We endeavour to honour and affirm diversity, bridge differences with integrity and
to take responsibility for our actions; making amends where possible. We encourage
personal and professional development and have a routine for collaborative learning
and evaluation. We also encourage friendships among colleagues and believe that
our effectiveness is dependent on the quality of cooperation within our team. In a
community workplace, we care about our work, our colleagues and our organisation
and in turn are inspired by this caring.
Highlights
For the work to not only expand, but deepen, we have been enlisting the help of various
resources to build a vibrant community of staff who are willing to explore and grow
together with the organisation. Our initiatives for the year pushed boundaries and
allowed us to look at our work with critical eyes. Staff participated actively in strategy
sessions, formulating clearer workplans and processes to grow the work, exploring
new developments in the sector on our work, and how we could contribute to the
national narrative of empowerment as defined by NCSS.
With the support of external partners like AON, Talent Trust and academic institutions,
we were also able to identify areas for staff and organisation growth. At every
juncture, nurturing leadership among all staff members was a key focus. There were
many opportunities for staff members to participate in learning opportunities and
research studies.
Journey Beyond, our collaborative learning routine

fortnightly, where all staff come together to discuss specific topics, and deepen their
understanding and work processes. The year started with focus on personal and
organisational development. We reflected on the concept of integrity as often the
lack of it hinders work, progress and the development of meaningful partnerships
internally and externally.
Sessions also focused on questioning our purpose, roles and achievements, with a
view to building narratives that articulate our philosophies and approaches, as well
as concrete impacts that we have made, and the results as felt by the neighbourhood.
The team reflected on the following questions: “Who are we? What does the
neighbourhood understand of our presence in their lives? Where do we want the
neighbourhood to be? Where are we now? What are we going to do? What have we
learnt so far?” These sessions were followed by each team looking at their Progress
Report, that led to the development of the mid-year report.
External speakers such as Dr Brian Jacobs, Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist, and
Dr Jean Louis Lamboray from The Constellation, engaged the staff in workshops.
Dr Jacobs offered a global perspective of domestic abuse in parental relationships
and explored the impact on children and provided online resources for families and
professionals regarding healthy minds of children and young people. Dr Lamboray
shared on the Community Life Competence Process (CLCP) and self-evaluation.
TeamUp Triad Coaching
21 staff participated in the Team Up Triad coaching, a mindfulness based coaching
programme, that focuses on practices that support staff to handle conflicts as well as
develop practices for personal wellbeing. Mindfulness practices were new to some and
took some getting used to. Also, having conversations over Skype with participants
from various parts of the world, was a new experience for all. In subsequent meetings
staff highlighted specific skills that they could practice in their teams, with colleagues
and in personal situations. Ongoing contact time which focuses on practices that
improve workplace communication will be the next phase in this programme.

Journey Beyond is an internal coaching and learning session that happens
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UNESCO East Asia Youth Consultation - 21 to 25 August
The UNESCO Beijing Office in collaboration with Perfect World organised the East
Asia Youth Consultation in China. The overall objective of the Consultation was to
identify practical ways in which youth from East Asian countries can become more
involved in UNESCO’s programs in the areas of Social and Human Sciences.
One staff member was invited to the consultation and went to understand the work
of youth leaders towards positive social change in their own countries, especially in
relation to advancing the status of young people. We also wanted to hear about shared
concerns and challenges, and if so, how youth leaders were hoping to overcome them.
The delegates were mainly students, community organisers, journalists and policy
researchers, who were volunteers who dedicated their time to meet with politicians,
policymakers, rural communities and other vulnerable groups, to mobilise resources
towards social change. The experience led to ideas on creating space for young people
in Singapore to be part of social change.
Constellation’s Global Learning Festival in Uganda - 16 to 20 October
The Constellation, the founders of the Community Life Competence Process (CLCP)
and the SALT approach, organised their annual Global Learning Festival in Uganda.
It was an international festival that saw different countries share their community
engagement techniques and the impact they experienced. There were also SALT visits
to rural communities in Entebbe where older persons had established community
practices to support themselves and their neighbours.

neighbourhoods attended the SBYLEP to learn from other youth agencies, the
approaches to youth development in both countries. With visits to the local ministries
as well as dialogue sessions with youth leaders and politicians, she returned with a
wider perspective of youth programmes and leadership development.
Introducing SALT and the Community Life Competence Process –
15 to 18 November
With the support of NCSS, we hosted Dr Jean Louis Lamboray from the Constellation to
bring the SALT approach to other helping agencies in Singapore. SALT is an acronym
for Stimulate, Appreciate, Learn/Link and Transfer which are principles for engaging
communities in a way to empower them. This approach drives the Community Life
Competence Process (CLCP) that empowers marginalised communities to take action
based on their self-identified vision or dream. In the process of identifying resources,
and in journeying towards their dreams, local response is strengthened.
Over five days, the staff team which familiar with the CLCP process supported Dr
Lamboray and conducted 6 workshops that stimulated self-discovery and discovery of
others; appreciation of strengths, learning from different contexts, and the transfer of
the experience to our own context. The sessions were held to encourage self-directed
efforts among participants of social service programmes. It was an inspiring learning
experience for us to meet many such participants and the helping professionals who
supported their empowerment. Below is some information on the sessions:

The Beyond team shared the Singapore experience of community development and
engaged the participants in activities we conduct in our neighbourhoods. These were well
received by the international community. The team also learnt skills in conducting SALT
visits and community conversations, as well as in building knowledge assets of the work.

service

4th Singapore Brunei Youth Leaders Exchange Programme (SBYLEP) 31 October to 5 November
A staff member whose key role was to encourage youth voluntarism in our
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10. NURTURING A
COMMUNITY WORKPLACE
Research and Evaluation Efforts

• Understanding youth participation in BSS activities

We endeavoured to add to the body of knowledge in the sector as well as build
our institutional memory with the following efforts:

In order to understand the challenges in getting older youth to participate in BSS
activities, we partnered with students from Republic Polytechnic to survey our
youth. The main findings indicated that although the youth found the activities
fun and meaningful, difficulty in finding suitable times and finding friends to go
with them were the major factors why they would not sustain attendance.

• The Impact Study of the Youth United (YU) Programme
A longitudinal study to measure the impact of the YU Programme was
commissioned to Blackbox Research with funding support from the National
Youth Council and the TOTE Board. The survey will cover 800 participants to
demonstrate differences in attitudes/behaviours as they participate in the Youth
United programme, including a control group from a comparable neighbourhood
without the Youth United Programme.

• Ngee Ann Poly Research Teams
Our collaboration with Ngee Ann polytechnic yielded qualitative research
projects that gave us an independent perspective on specific areas of our work.
They produced reports on:

The second round of data collection and data analysis was completed in 2017. The
results will be disseminated to stakeholders in 2018.

a. dynamics of caregivers and children from BTO and rental blocks 		
		 interacting in a shared playground

• Lived experience in rental blocks

b. feedback from volunteers and children from the LIFE programme on what
		 are their best practices and how they can be supported by staff

We partnered with Thinkplace, a strategic design consultancy which works with
leaders to create vibrant communities, to understand the lived experience of
residents that we serve. The research gave us a deeper insight into the challenges,
naturally formed networks and the way residents interact with welfare schemes.
They presented the findings of their study which shed new light on our work.
• Strengthening communities with low-income families in Singapore.
In partnership with Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, 46 in-depth interviews
with households in low-income neighbourhoods were conducted to find out how
local stakeholders (such as Beyond Social Services, Resident’s Committee, Family
Service Centre, and the community residents) can best support low-income
families to integrate into the larger community. These interviews analysed
the relationships between individuals (micro) as well as between community
stakeholders (macro).
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c. tracking the progress and preparedness of HSCDC graduates as they 		
		 enter primary school
• SMU Public Policy Task Force
Through observing and actively participating in various activities conducted
by Beyond Social Services (BSS), this taskforce evaluated the approaches and
activities BSS takes in empowering the community and provides recommendations
on how this approach can be expanded.
• Performance Monitoring of the Youth United Programme
This half-yearly exercise reviewed the scope of the work done in the
neighbourhoods. It highlighted the programme’s ability to:
a. give children and youth a sense of belonging to their neighbourhoods and
		 keep them motivated to stay in school and out of trouble.
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10. NURTURING A
COMMUNITY WORKPLACE
b. develop family competence and access to support in handling challenges
c. bridge volunteers to our members in a way that provides new opportunities
and build relationships in the community.
These performance indicators helped us look at how each neighbourhood shapes
their activities and helped us focus our efforts.
Challenges and Reflections
Relationships that we nurture in the communities are as strong as the relationships
we have internally, and with our partners. It takes constant work and focus to maintain
these relationships. The growth mindset that has continued to guide our work needs
to be nurtured, and it is sometimes challenging. As day to day work overwhelms, we
want to be able to build a team that is always focused on building local response.
This means being able to listen and be responsive to the needs of the community
without taking over their roles. We also want to be able to build a model that can be
shared with other helping agencies so that more communities can be empowered.
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11. GOODWILL HUNTING
Position Overview
As an organisation that strives to inform society of the plight of the low-income,
successful fund raising is a partial indicator of society’s active interest and
involvement. Hence, we strive to design our fund-raising efforts as platforms for
the communication of our cause, our work and why it is important. Fund raising
is not just about sustaining the organisation financially but an opportunity to
harness the goodwill of our society in caring for our vulnerable members.
Highlights
Fundraising is not apart from raising awareness of the cause we serve. Singapore
was second in place among high income countries in an OECD report that ranked
the most unequal countries. This is a little-known fact, but important to be shared
with larger society. The combination of communications and fundraising strategy
than drives stronger relations with donors as they get to hear regularly from
us and see the difference they are making through their contributions. We are
committed to not only informing our donors and partners, but also strive to
inform society, as then the larger community can be more actively involved in
supporting the vulnerable communities we engage.
We were heartened in the beginning of the year, when the NCSS Tote Board
Social Service Fund extended its funding for our first quarter of operations to
the entire Youth United Programme, covering approximately 40% of programme
costs. This provided some relief as for the last two years, we found ourselves being
on overdrive having to reach our funding target. This allowed us more breathing
space to work closely with the fund raising and public relations committee to
develop a communications and engagement plan to reach out to donors and
partners.
A couple of larger scale third party fund raising events such as, Project Intan and
Bike ‘N’ Blade, reached to a different community of donors that the volunteer
fund raisers had access to. This was in line with increasing our donor base, a
crucial element in having more sustainable funding sources moving forward.
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We also developed our mailer programme in 2017 with targeted messages for
different groups of donors. The messaging was also linked to festive occasions,
which then led to more donations.
We also gave communications and messaging greater emphasis, and grew our
social media presence as well as crafted collaterals that better represented the
work. This is part of our efforts in informing donors, volunteers, partners and
community members the impact of their giving.
Below were our main fund-raising efforts. The total general donations received
for Year 2017 was $1,805,561. With government funding, investment income
and miscellaneous income, we had a total income of $4,417,825. This increase
is largely due to the funding support received for the Youth United Programme
through the NCSS Tote Board Social Service Fund, which now funds all the five
neighbourhoods the Youth United Programme operates in.
Our Annual Appeal Letter
Our letter to past donors seeking their support for our mission raised $74,097.
Key fund-raising events
• Compassion Day
Compassion Day 2017 was our flag day in partnership with Compassion Fund,
a charity that supports students whose education is at risk of being derailed
by the loss of the breadwinner in their family. The fundraising event held on
10 June 2018 gathered the support of 407 volunteers (flagsellers, musicians,
dancers, cosplayers). CapitaLand Mall Asia, Far East Organisation and Mapletree
Investments generously allowed us to set up tin distribution points at their
shopping malls. We raised a total of $107,052, with a 20% contribution from Tote
Board. The donations were split evenly between the two charities.
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11. GOODWILL HUNTING
• Project Intan
For the past 10 years, Alvin Yapp together with his family and friends have been
proudly promoting Peranakan culture in support of charitable causes. Last year,
we were privileged and grateful to be the adopted charity. On 23 September
2018, the Kampong Spirit was much alive as family and friends set up The Intan,
a private Peranakan home museum, for the main concert of the year. Food and
refreshments were kindly sponsored by Katong Catering, Samsui Supplies
& Services and Pine Garden and performances were provided by Mandeville
Conservatory of Music, Mel Ferdinands, Clement Chow, William Royston and our
very own teenage talent, Sharifah Hazlin Adilyah.

Challenges and Reflections
Our fund situation has improved in 2017, but we are not out of the woods. We
need to continue building on our fundraising capabilities. Building more sustained
sources of income continues to be a challenge as grantmakers and corporate
donors largely tend to only give for one or two years. We continue to build our
relationships with grant makers and partners as well as the government. The goal
is to share our model of community development, and seek resources to grow this
area of work which needs more attention from the helping sector.

Project Intan raised a total of $304,776, with a 20% contribution from Tote Board.
(Long-time supporters - Atlas Sound, Changi Airport Group, CDL, Cocoa Trees,
NEWater, OSIM, Palm Beach Seafood and the neighbours along Joo Chiat Terrace)
• Charity Bike ‘N’ Blade
Charity Bike ‘N’ Blade 2017, a fundraiser organized by a group of cycling and blading
enthusiasts in support of The Salvation Army Peace Haven Nursing home and
ourselves, saw 87 cyclists covering 285km and 25 others (12 youths, 13 volunteers)
collectively covering 460km on roller blades at East Coast Park. While funds are
essential, fund-raising is not just about the money. It is also about people coming
together in friendship. Charity Bike ‘n’ Blade got us cooperating with the Salvation
Army’s Peacehaven Nursing Home and this friendship has given our young people a
window into the needs of the elderly. It has also given them a sense of mastery and
the friendship of caring adults who assured them that they have worth and should
look to the future optimistically. Several volunteers from JP Morgan were such caring
adult friends. They were an encouraging presence for our young people during
training and on event day. Charity Bike ‘N’ Blade raised a total of $420,850, with a
20% contribution from Tote Board. The donations were split evenly between the two
charities.
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12. OFFICE SUPPORT
Human Resource Management

Position Overview

1. Participated in the “Growing with People Project” from NCSS with AON
Hewitt and EY

To ensure that our systems and processes as a whole comply with the Charity
Council’s Code of Governance. To manage the use of information technology as
well as human resources for the smooth running of the organisation.
Human resource management plays an important role in reinforcing the staff’s
sense of purpose, passion and competencies. It cultivates teamwork and the
capacity for self-reflection and evaluation, the humility to learn from each other
and the appreciation that some amount of personal sacrifice is often needed in
the course of the work.

a. Introducing Succession planning
b. Performance Management
2. Participated in the benchmark for Salary Review with AON Hewitt
Information Technology Support

Highlights
Finance
1. Led the financial and administrative support for the Care and Share grant
		 usage and reporting which accounted for 7% of income.
2. Implemented an integrated payment gateway to accept online donations.
3. Enhanced the SAGE 300 2017 ERP Accounting System for segmented
		 neighbourhood I & E reporting.
Administration
1. Provided support for 3 major joint fund-raising events: Charity Bike ‘n’
		 Blade, Compassion Day and Project Intan.
2. Provided the administrative support for the introduction of the Community
		 Tabung Programme in the neighbourhood.
3. Volunteered for Compassion Fund, Share-A-Meal coin counting exercise
		 and Babes Day.
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1. Replaced ageing computers.
We replaced all staff’s computers at our three centres bundled with threeyear IT support and maintenance. The existing computers were more than
four years old and were presenting performance and hardware issues.The
new computers enabled the latest software and updates to operate 		
efficiently. The bundle with the same vendor provided a better value total
package and a single point of contact for computer and IT network issues.
2. Addressing growing cyber security threats and CRM system performance.
We worked out a comprehensive new IT infrastructure which will be rolled
out in 2018. The new IT infrastructure will improve our network security
and manageability. It will enhance the CRM system’s performance as well
as its backup and recovery capabilities.
3. Increased Stakeholder Participation, Data Security and Personal Data 		
Protection Act (PDPA) Compliance for the CRM System.
The centralizing of information enables data-driven planning. This was 		
facilitated with ongoing individual and group training of all stakeholders as
well as the creation of user-manuals and system modifications to enhance
the user experience. We also implemented changes that enabled us to 		
communicate more efficiently with our volunteers and other supporters.
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Our Reflections
1. To welcome goodwill in cash and kind, financial and administrative support
is vital. As the work grows, the need for office support and coordination
with different stakeholders increases. We need to be mindful that we are
able to respond to our supporters in good time.
2. The use of technology has become an integral part of our operations 		
which requires substantial oversight and maintenance. The volunteers on
the IT Sub-Committee have provided us the expertise to move prudently
as we enhance our IT Infrastructure.
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13. AUDITORS REPORT

Governance Cost

(1) Included an apportionment of overhead and shared costs
(2) Other expenses comprised depreciation, gain on disposal of plant and equipment
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14. SAYING THANKS
TO ALL WHO SHARED…
One of the nicest things about our work is the privilege
of receiving offers of help, support and encouragement
from a wide spectrum of individuals and organisations.
Whether it is a gift of time, energy, resources or
simply a kind thought, these people have helped to
create community and a socially integrated Singapore
where we are more accepting of the vulnerable and
marginalised among us. The ill-effects of a society with
a wide income-divide include poor health, premature
school leaving, crime and the lack of social mobility.
Hence, we applaud our friends here who have alleviated
these ill-effects by simply sharing and trying a little
kindness, fairness and cooperation.

We would like to mention all who spearheaded the
local response and for reminding us there is always
something we can give for the well-being of others:

Abdul Thaslim Bin Hajanajubudeen
Bryan Kyle Indran

Haney Harting Bte Saleen Shah
Md Danial Azman

Muhammad Arif Bin Azali

Dr S Vasoo,
Honorary Advisor to the Organisation
Franciscan Missionaries of Mary
for reminding us that a mission is more than a place or an
activity. A mission is a person.
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Nur Farisha Binte Mohammad Izzam

Nur Hidiyana Bte Abdul Razak
Nur Insyirah Bte Zuraimi
Nur Natasya bte Zuraimi

Mohd Nadzif Bin Zahari

Our volunteers, who give so much of themselves for
the well-being of the children, youths and families for
whom we exist. We are grateful for the support of all
4631 volunteers last year but would like to mention the
following individuals and groups:

Nur Falysha Bte Mohd Sukairi

Nur Farisha Bte Mohd Sukairi

Eva Eriqa Bte Muhd Rohaizad

Mohd Qudri Bin Jamalluddin

Muhd Ryan Amirul Bin Hasani
Nur Ellyana Bte Abdullah

YOUTH LEADERS

As it takes a village to raise a child, we have decided to
categorise our friends according to their identity and/
or roles they played in keeping Singapore strong and
resilient.

Muhd Faiz Salman Bin Zakarihya

Nur Rahina D/O Shahuddeen
Nur Shaheera Bte Radin Sastria Wijaya

Mohd Shazwan (AMK)
Muhamad Ameruddin Sufyan Bin Shahfudeen

Muhammad Assnur Bin Asman
Muhammad Danny Azrin Bin Abdullah
Muhammad Hafiz bin Azman
Muhammad Irfan Bin Sharipudin
Muhammad Jufri Bin Zainal

Nurasyikeen Bte Nahadi
Nurfazlin Andriani Bte Sharuddin
Nurul Farah Ardillah Bte Kamsani
Puteri Afrina Bte Hasani
Renny Rizwanie Binte Azman
Siti Nur Farhanah Bte Fauzi
Surinah Bte Suhaimi
Tan Sii Mui

Muhammad Khidir Bin Izhar

Zakiah Fathiha
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14. SAYING THANKS
ADULT & PARENT VOLUNTEERS

Nurhasana Binte Kamaruzaman.

Asnah

Patricia Ong Peck Hoon

Azizah Bte Mohd Noor

Rohaya Bte Awang

Diljan d/o Shaik Arif Ali

Rosziah Bte Mohd Yusoff

Emilia Jaffar

Rusnah Bte Sajee

Farhana Bte Ahmad Mashon

Salmah Bte Abdul Rahman

Hashim Bin Kamid

Salmiah Bte Salam

Haslizah Bte Bahtiar

Saloma Bte Manaff

Ismaliza Samad

Sarina Bte Hussin

Juriana Bte Suhoot

Sharifah Noor Bte Syed Ahmad

Khairani Hussain

Shereen Salim

M Tantiek Sumarni

Siti Fadillah Bte Abdullah

Mala d/o Ramaiah

Siti Nurhafizah Bte Anuar

Maslindah Bte Mohammad

Suraiyah Bte Ghani

Mohammad Nurmahadi Bin Mohammad Zakariah

Taib Bin Ali

Nihayah Bte Khudri

Tan Ing Ing

Nor Hayati Bte Abd Rahman

Zuraidah Bte Zainuddin

Norjuadeniwati Bte Jumat

Aleksandar Duric
for inspiring our children and youth to do their best
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
for their long-term involvement in our learning
programmes and contributing significantly to the
food and fun at Fairground for All
Baker & McKenzie. Wong & Leow
for pro-bono expertise, the sharing of your facilities
and active volunteering
Facilitators Network Singapore
for helping us to harvest the strengths in our
neighbourhoods
Kenneth Lau
for being a long-time volunteer supporting the
development of the children and the teachers at our
Healthy Start Child Development Centre
Geraldine Kan
for helming LIFE on Saturdays at Whampoa and
touching the lives of many children
Grant Clark
for assuring and proving to our parents that speaking
in English is not beyond them

Norlia Bte Rahmat
Nur Sakinah Lai
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14. SAYING THANKS
SPRG (Strategic Public Relations Group Singapore)
for guidance and assistance on communicating our cause
Wee Pan Lee
for his wise counsel and positive regard for our
members and our work
Zouk Club
for welcoming our events and always making us feel
at home

ASSOCIATIONS

for extending your friendship and generosity of
your members
American Women’s Association
Automobile Association of Singapore
Changi Sailing Club
FightSaber Singapore
Indian Women’s Association
SAFRA Community Services Club
Society for Organisational Learning
(SoL Singapore)
The Tanglin Club
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COMMUNITY SELF-HELP GROUPS

for actively offering learning programmes to our
members
Chinese Development Assistance Council
Singapore Indian Development Association
Yayasan Mendaki

Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd,
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Bank of Singapore Centre
Banyan Tree Hotels and Resort
Barclays Capital Services Limited
BlackRock
Bloomberg

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
EFFORTS

Bosch Singapore

Including pro-bono professional expertise,
sponsorships, sharing of facilities, donations-inkind volunteering, and memorable events for our
children and their families

CapitaLand Commercial Trust Management Limited

Aon Hewitt Singapore Pte Ltd

Cloudera Inc

ACR Capital Holdings Pte Ltd

Cognizant Technology Solutions

Aido Pte Ltd

Credit Suisse Group

Airbus Helicopters

Crowe Horwath

ALOE Digital Pte Ltd

CTES Consulting

Asia Ability

DBS Bank

Asia Square Tower 1 Pte Ltd

Decision Processes International

Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited

Delivering Delight

AXA Rosenberg Investment Management Asia
Pacific Ltd

Elsevier (Singapore) Pte Ltd

Baker & Mckenzie. Wong & Leow

Esplanade - Theatres on the Bay
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CA Technologies

China Aviation Oil (Singapore) Corporation Ltd
Citibank N.A., Singapore Branch

ERGO Insurance Pte Ltd
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Evolve MMA

Morgan

Singapore Telecommunications Ltd

Expedia Singapore Pte Ltd

K & L Gates

SK Hynix Asia Pte Ltd

Facilitators Network Singapore

Konica Minolta Business Solutions Asia Pte Ltd

Societe Generale

Fairchild Semiconductor Asia Pacific Pte Ltd

Linkage Asia - Global Institute for Leadership
Development

SPRG
(Singapore Strategic Public Relations Pte Limited)

Lloyd’s of London (Asia) Pte Ltd

SPRING Singapore

Marion Neubronner and Associates

Standard Chartered Bank

Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd

Steppe Capital Pte Ltd

Marshal Cavendish Education

STMicroelectronics Asia Pacific Pte Ltd

MFS Investment Management

The Arbinger Institute, Singapore Pte Ltd

Minor Food Group Singapore

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking

MobileOne Ltd

Corporation Limited

NTUC Club

The Patatas

Phillips 66 International Trading Pte Ltd

The Ritz Carlton Residences Singapore

Prudential Services Singapore Pte Ltd

Thinking Tap Robotics

Recognize! Studios

Timberland Singapore Pte Ltd

Resort World Sentosa Singapore

Titan Soft Pte Ltd

Schenker Singapore Pte Ltd

Trafigura Pte Ltd

Shenton Realty Homes Pte Ltd

Tupperware Singapore

Silicon Labs International

Up & Up

Singapore Pools Pte Ltd

Visa Worldwide Pte. Limited

Singapore Press Holdings

Wee, Tay & Lim

Singapore Repertory Theatre

Zouk Management Pte Ltd

Far East Organisation
First Gulf Bank
Focus Adventure Pte Ltd
Fortis Law Corporation
Fuji Xerox Singapore
GE Singapore
General Mills International
Genesis Law Corporation
GIC Private Limited
Global Yellow Pages Limited
GlobalSign.In Pte Ltd,
Google
Hiverlab
Hogan Lovells Lee & Lee.
Honest Bee Pte Ltd
Hotel Jen Tanglin Singapore
Hoya Surgical Optics
Hype Records Pte Ltd
Integrative Learning Corporation
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14. SAYING THANKS

DONORS

for trusting in our ability to get the job done

$50 – $499
Abigail Koh
Acepac International (S) Pte Ltd
Acharachaloem Freifrau Von Gemmingen
Adam Hail
Adeline
Adeline Chin Eng Ang
Adeline New
Ademco (Far East) Pte Ltd
Adipoetra Yoga Hadisoeseno
Adreina Lim
Adrian Chew
Adrian Ng
Adrian See Woei Ng
Adrian Shijie Teo
Adrina Tie
Afriyanto Bin Ayub
Agnes Ee
Ah Chuan Ho
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Ah Huat Lee

Alvin Kiang Hui Goh

Ai Ker Tan

Alvin Yapp

Aileen Seah

Ambrish Deshpande

Aja Kimura

Amelia Koh

Akash Mohapatra

Amol Gupta

Akmal Shafiq Bin Majid

Amrish

Alan Khee Seng Goh

Amy Low

Albert Gek Kwang Chua

Andi D.

Albert Guo

Andi Kusumo

Albert Lim

Andrea Kwan

Alberto Martinelli

Andrew Eng Lye Lee

Alex Kah

Andrew Hawksby

Alex Tee

Andrew John Da Roza

Alex Zhen Rong Ser

Andrew Mok

Alexander Quek

Andrew S/o Mari

Alexandra Lecompte

Andy Hsao En Yap

Alice Low

Andy Seng Chong Ang

Alice Soek Khim Tan

Andy Su

Allan Barry Smith

Angela Cheah Yien Ng

Allan Khoon Liang Lee

Angela Cheong

Allan Kok Lim Lee

Angela Lilian Alice Toms

Allen Lim

Angeli Lamb

Allison Maranz

Angelica Delos
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Angeline Chong

Ariff Chan

Ben Arnott

Angeline Eng Hong Tan

Arindam Bhattacharjee

Ben Castro

Angeline Soh Hua Tan

Arthur II Gonzales Manlutac

Beng Choo Ong

Angie Lim

Ashit Kishorkumar Javeri

Beng Kee Choo

Anh Quy Tang

Attika Interior + Mep Pte Ltd

Beng-Kim Goh

Anil Karthikeyan

Audrey Chan

Benita Tan

Ankit Khandelwal

Audrey Teng

Benjamin Ai Chuan Lim

Anmin Wang

Avalyn Gao

Benjamin Chun Kiat Low

Ann Kathryn Tan

Avan

Benjamin Davies

Anna Bee Geok Chua

Ayub Bin Hasbi

Benjamin Goh

Anna Carolina Mariano

Aziman Bin Ali

Benny Burt Abogado Castillo

Annabel Chong

Bahren Bin Haji Shaari

Benson Teo

Annabelle Lim

Balakrishnan Sanjaendran

Bernard Lee

Anne Hoon Kak Lim

Barry Cooper

Bernardus Angkawidjaja

Anne See

Bavaani Vindan

Bernd Starke

Anne-Marie Ong

Bee Day Teo

Bervyn Wei Chuah Ong

Annie Mu

Bee Lay Lee

Betty Pey Dih Kwan

Ansel Lee

Bee Lian Ong

Bhavani D/o Silvarajoo

Anthony Goh

Bee Lin Poh

Bhide Shubhada Jayant

ANZ Singapore Limited

Bee Peng Chng

Biau Kar Chua

Aon Hewitt Singapore Pte Ltd

Belinda Chai Hong Lee

Bill Kristopher Cabal

Aparna Ravi

Belinda Wai Keng Foo

Bishan Bhaya Gupta

Ari Scanlon

Belwit Singh S/o Bhajan Singh

Bobet Evalle
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Bon Kian Lim

Carol Low

Cheng Boon Ngoh

Boo Kheng Khoo

Carol Tham

Cheng Cheng Tan

Boon Chee Loo

Caroline Herberger

Cheng Guan Toh

Boon Chian Koh

Carolyn Jane Liang Mei Oei

Cheng Kwan Lim

Boon Hong Yeo

Casiopia Ann Rachel Wei Yee Low

Cheng Lim Tan

Boon How Ng

Casper Zu Yao Yap

Cheng Teck Poh

Boon Keat Tan

Cassandra Ong

Cheng Yee Pang

Boon Leong Tan

Cassidy Jacqueline

Cher Foong Lai

Boon Ngee Chua

Cecilia Lim

Cheryl Lau

Boon Peng Tan

Cecilia Rong Qin Tan

Cheryl Lim

Boon Ping Lim

Cecilia Yin Lee Chan

Cheryl Liza Luchana

Boon Teck Choo

Celine Thng

Cheryl Xiu Li Ng

Brandon Sim

Chai Lai Chan

Cheryl Yen Ling Yap

Brenda Fong

Chan Meng Chong

Chew Lin Kay

Brett Penrod

Chan Siong Wong

Chia Lee Hong

Brian Tay

Chandramouli Krishnamurthy

Chia Wing Low

Brotin Muhuri

Charlene Lim

Chian Yorn Lee

Brunkard John Paul

Charles Barrett

Chiaw Chien Chiu

Candice Yew Fen Ling

Charles Vu

Chiew Leng Ng

Carey Lim

Charlotte Elyse Day Wilkinson

Chiew Noi Yeo

Carine Lim

Charlotte Xin Yun Ong

Chin Chai Lim

Carissa Hua Tan

Chee Tiong Phua

Chin Choy Tay

Carmond Lim

Chen Seng Yeong

Chin Hwee Lee
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14. SAYING THANKS
Chin Keng Lim

Christine Loh

Coreen Hng Loong Yuen

Ching Ching Tan

Christine Sock Po Sim

Corjinny Lee

Chioh Hui Goh

Christopher Shu Wei Yong

Corrine Ang

Choi Fong Goh

Christy Chen

Corrinne Ee-Lynn Chia

Chong Hong Ng

Chuan Ghee Tan

Cyndi Hui

Chong Lay Sim

Chuan Yeong Tan

Cynthia Kusnadi

Choon Gek Lee

Chui Poh Yong

Daisy Tong Chay Ng

Choon Hong Tay

Chung Nian Lam

Dakshinamjrthy N R

Choon Hung Lai

Chwee Ann Lim

Dana Newman

Choon Hwa Quah

Chwee-Wei Chan

Daniel H

Choon Lian Soh

Cindy Ai Tee Chua

Daniel Khoo

Choon Ming Tan

Claire Elizabeth Anwyl Williams

Daniel Koh

Choong Meng Ng

Clare Kwee Hiong Ong

Daniel Vaughan

Chor Khim Tan

Clare Shiau-Ling Chong

Daphne Ong

Choua Lee

Clement Cai Sing Soh

Daphne Hui Ting Lim

Chow Koon Chung

Clement Goh

Darren Tsu Jin Tan

Chris Ward

Clement Lim

Daryl Chan

Chris Wong

Colin Chan

Daryll Ng

Christele Marie Giraud Ep Knights

Colin Yee Seng Chen

Daswani Family

Christian Cappelli

Collado Valerie

Dave Kendall

Christina Lee

Colley Sze Ya Wong

David Kolpak

Christina Sye Ken Soon

Concessio Pravin

David Lim

Christine Lan

Coreen Chia

David Lye
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14. SAYING THANKS
David Peh Khee Tan

Dianna Khoo

Elaine Sung

David Tan

Dixon King Boon Seow

E-Laine Tan

David Tang

Dominic Chua

Elena Chong

David Wang

Don Bosco D/o Krishnasamy

Elena Thay Yue Lim

Debdutta Bodhisattwa Sanyal

Don Kelvin Bartholomewes Rajapaksha

Elene Low

Deborah Par

Doreen Chang

Elika Mather

Deepti Sagar

Doreen Ng

Eliz Wong

Delene Lee

Doris Tan

Eliza Ai Hong Ng

Denice Ng

Dorothy Mui Siong Wong

Elizabeth Bothaju

Denise Jinyan Chua

Dorothy Yeo

Elizabeth Lena Perlman

Denise Wan Yu Chng

Eddy Henning

Elliot Lee

Dennis Bak Hwee Ang

Edmund Arghand

Elsie Yim

Derek Soon

Edmund Nicholas

Emily Chiu

Derrick Mok Kwee Heng

Edward Ming Hong Long

Eng Chai Teo

Designworx Interior Consultant Pte Ltd

Edwin Chu Meng Leow

Eng Hwee Tan

Desmond Chee Wai Loh

Edwin Tham

Eng Seng Loo

Desmond Leo

Edwina Shaddick

Eric Yeo

Desmond Sim

Ee Ling Poh

Ernest Wing Yew Leong

Desmond Wong

Eileen Chua

Erwet

Dexter Beng Ping Chia

Eileen Tee

Erwin Chee Sing Low

Dexter Zi Xuan Sew

Elaine Ee Lian Tan

Erwin Jong Liq Wong

Dharmendra Prasad Yadav

Elaine Ming Rong Lee

Erwin Setiawan Thio

Diane Chen

Elaine Siang Khie Eng

Esther Goh
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14. SAYING THANKS
Eugene Heng

Fortuna Air-Conditioning & Electrical Pte Ltd

Gerald Jingyan Tay

Eunice Chua

Francis Chan

Gerald P Fernandez

Evie Loo

Francis Mok

Geraldine Quek

Fabien Reyjal

Francis Yong Kwang Tan

Geraldine Yee Fong Chen

Fan Shu Fen

Frank Keller

Gerardo Rincon

Fanny Wai Pik Leung

Frank Koh

Giau Kim Low

Farhana Ahmed Sharmeen

Frankie Teck Poh Goi

Gillian Yeap

Fatimah Bte Hasbi

Franz Votapek

Gim Guan Gan

Fatimah Farvin Binte Syed Labbay

Fu Jin Quek

Gim Leng Shee

Fatt Seng Lim

Fui Siong Ang

Gim Teik Soh

Faye Chee

Gary Kam

Gladys Hui Qing Lim

Fei-Wei Chen

Geak Seam Sim

Gladys Mun Wai Loh

Felicia Huang

Gek Hoon Tan

Glenn Kenneth Holt

Fiona Lim

Gek Hwa Tan

Google Inc

Firhana Alsagoff

Gek Liang Goh

Grace Lee

Fitriani

Gek Tuan Ng

Grace Li Mei Foo

Fiza Malhotrta

Genevieve Lim

Grace Limin Lin

Flora Rebecca

Geoffrey Shum

Graham Hills

Florence Siew Hiang Goh

Geok Lee Tay

Graham Lee

Fong Choo Han

Geok Lin Ang

Grant Clark

Fook Hong Chew

Geok Ping Tean

Guan Hao Chan

Fook Hou Lee

George Kee

Guat Cheng Ong

Fook Kaun Lau

George Verghese

Gui Hua Hu
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14. SAYING THANKS
Guillaume Virantin

Hiok Hoon See

Ian Berclaz

Gunuraj Madhav Upadhye

Hock Chuan Chia

Ian Phua

Gynis Chong

Hon Yuh Ong

Ian Shen-Yi Cheong

Hai Mee Yang

Hong Guan Low

Ignatious Fernandez

Han

Hong Kwang Tan

Iman Mohamad Fong

Han Yang Lee

Hong Nam Yeoh

Ingrid Elvira

Hanniel Wee Keong Soh

Hong Onn Ching

Irene Qingmay Chan

Hansika Gamage

Hooi BoonTan

Irene Tan

Har Yong Koh

Hoon Nee Tan

Izaak Scanlon

Hazel Lay Yen Neo

How Yung Lim

Jace Ching

Hazel See Lei Chia

Hsi Ching Song

Jacqueline Ng

Hector Keng Wan Goh

Hsiao Fei Lim

Jagan Dholakia

Hee Meng Tan

Huey Ling Lim

Jai Kishan Menon

Helen Choo

Huey Min Poh

James Dellborg

Helen Kwee Lian Ho

Hui Chee Chua

James Foong

Helen Tin Duan Ho

Hui Chin Chong

James Huang

Hemalatha D/o Paramasivan

Hui Huang Lee

James Kho

Heng Tin Cheng

Hui Sin Hay

James Kok Ann Tan

Heng Wah Yee

Hwee Kheng Poh

James Lim

Hi-Jung Lee

Hwee Khim Seng

James S Guardino

Hi-Kong Tan

Hwee Kuan Chua

James Wong

Hilda Lim

Hwee Ting Goh

Jamie Sng

Hin Tat Cheng

I.logistics Pte Ltd

Jamie Wong
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14. SAYING THANKS
Jan Chia

Jeevan Sindhe

Jit Ming Tan

Jan Kim

Jemin Yong Xin Chua

Jitendra Kamdar

Jan Maika Dy

Jennifer Batty

Joanne Oi Lai Yau

Jan Ooi Lim

Jennifer Hwee Suan Yeo

Jocelyn Lee

Jane Blond

Jennifer Lee

Joel Chun Hiang Tay

Jane Evans

Jennifer Pattwell

Joey Pui Yee Ng

Jane Lim

Jenny Chang

Johann Ywai Kong Chia

Janelene Hoe Chng Leong

Jenny Jun Yu

John Carrier

Janette Lye Ying Chia

Jenny Koh

John Koh

Janice Chan

Jenny Kok

Jomima Paulina

Janice Wei Ling Wong

Jeremy Zhong Han Kok

Jon Kok Lim Sim

Janice Yuat Peng Lim

Jessica Leng Hoe Chia

Jones Leung

Jason Lee

Jian Qiu Guo

Joseph Chua

Jason Michael Warner

Jian Sheng Tan

Joseph Mitchell

Jason Tan

Jianyun Ang

Joshua

Javier Christian

Jimmy Fu An Lim

Joyce Chai Fang Neo

Jay Kuan

Jimmy Ng

Joyce Lim

Jean Heang

Jin Hwee Goh

Joyce Peck Hua Chua

Jean Lee

Jing Sun

Joyce Siew Choo Lim

Jeanette Lai

Jing Teo

Joyce Sou Tim Ho

Jeannette Ho

Jing Wei Tan

Joycelin Goh

Jeannie Ong

Jingyi Yin

Ju Kyung Lee

Jeannie Sufen Lee

Jinny Pang

Jui Khiang Lim
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14. SAYING THANKS
Juliana Oh

Karen Yong

Ken Greville

Juliana Toh

Karimah Amanina

Ken Hasegawa

Jun Wong

Karin Van Vliet

Keng Chin Loh

Junainah Bte Ali

Karl Heinz Puth

Keng Joo Ling

Junhao Chan

Kassi Manlan

Keng Siong Tan

Junie Tio

Kate

Kensuke Shibuya

Junko Kayo

Kathleen Bonaguro

Kevin Kar Loke Tan

Junwei Ong

Kathleen Heetland

Kevin Krishna

Justina Tiew Jong Wong

Kaushal Pravin Kapadia

Kevin Kun Lin Loo

Jyotirmoy Banerjee

Kavin Phillips

Kevin Yao Hui See

Kah Choy Ho

Kay Beng Yeo

Kezia Li Min Toh

Kah Meng Fong

Kay Hiang Hoon

Khee Ye Ng

Kah Tian Yeo

Kay Tee Lee

Kheng Soon Lim

Kaiwei Woo

Kayvon Alexander

Khoon Song Tay

Kam Boon Siew

Kean Loong Puah

Khurram Meerza

Kam Ling Kwan

Kee Leong Sim

Kia Yin Cheng

Kam Weng Yeo

Kee Tong Ng

Kiat Yung Thong

Karam Parmar

Keith Ng

Kim Chong Khuan

Karanth Uma

Kelley Tan

Kim Downs

Kareen Ng

Kelly Loke

Kim Lam Tan

Karen Qiumei Lee

Kelvin Hock Ling Ong

Kim Siong Poh

Karen Siok Ngah Lor

Kelvin Phua

Kim Yew Lee

Karen Tan

Kemmy Yah Hwei Choo

Kin Mun Kwong
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14. SAYING THANKS
Kirana Choon Lan Teo

Lai Wah See

Lee Lee Tan

Kirana Isabella

Lakhbir-Lucky Sandhu

Lee Ling Fam

Kirti Rathore

Lamine Konate

Lee Nor Lim

Kok Aun Koh

Lana Khong

Lee Sun Tay

Kok Cheong Chia

Lars Dannegard

Lee Yean Ling

Kok Keong How

Laurence Tan

Lee Yee Liew

Kok Keong Lie

Laurent Feugé

Lee Yng Chua

Kok Keong Wong

Lauretta Tan

Legis Point LLC

Kok Wah Wong

Lawrence Cheong Leng Foo

Lek Kheng Ng

Kokila Parvathi Annamalai

Lawrence Chin

Lena Chia

Koon Siang Tan

Lawrence Yew Kiat Teh

Leona Pin Nee Chng

Krishnan Sivanandam

Lay Been Tang

Leonard Tay

Krishnapiriya D/o Ramasundram

Lay Cheng Teo

Leong Yip Lam

Kuan Yau Lai

Lay Choon Mah

Letitia Gaw

Kum Weng Yap

Lay Goh Ang

Li Choong Chin

Kum Ying Chin

Lay Khim Lim

Li Foong Lee

Kumeresh S/o Suppiah

Lay Kwan Tan

Li Leng Kwek

Kumudini Choyal

Lay Pheng Woo

Li Moey Lim

Kunal Sinha

Lay Ping Lee

Li Shan Yeo

Kung Jung Wong

Lay See Chua

Li Sze Low

Kwee Shen Tay

Le Lian Woon

Li-Anne Fones

Laetitia Manaudou

Le Petit Depot Pte Ltd

Lie Eng Goh

Lai Khim Poh

Lee Hoon Wang

Lien Phuong Tran
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14. SAYING THANKS
Lik Leong Wu

M Thevarani

Mary Loon Guek Foo

Lili Koh

Mabel Ha

Mary Samuel

Lilian Oon Bee Peh

Madeline Gan

Maryann Mee Hwa Loo

Lily Ruth Ho

Magdalene Ching Ching Tan

Masaki Suematsu

Linda Boon

Mai Fah Lam

Matthew Yeow

Linda See

Mallya Sandeep Krishna

Mattia Garatti

Linda Tan

Marco Diana

May Ling Tan

Linda Woon

Marcus Grant Plush

May Yee Low

Ling Ling Lim

Marcus Mak

Maya Lim

Lingkod Ng Panginoon Works Of Mercy

Maria Cecilia Opel

Mei Ee Chiew

Lionel Low

Maria Edmalyn David Bunyi

Mei Jean Lim

Lirong Wang

Maria Hussain

Mei Ling Kong

Lisa Robins

Maria Rachel Mai Decolongon Tatoy

Mei Qi Chan

Lisa Wei Ching Ong

Mariam Isnin

Mei Ying Poh

Liyana Dhamirah Binte Selamat

Marie Chan

Melanie Chen

Logan Chettiar

Marilyn Ann Sundram

Meldric Soong Jek Cheng

Louis Liat We Koh

Mark Ang

Melissa Hwee Ping Hyak

Luigi Vignola

Mark Benjamin Ortega

Melvin

Luis Castro

Mark Jansen

Melvin Heng

Lulu Tan

Mark Tan

Melvin Lee

Lye Ting Law

Martin Siah

Meng Choo Yap

Lynette Lim

Martin Yoon Meng Lee

Meow Kiang Choo

Lynn Ho

Mary Lee

Merisa Jeannette Lee
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14. SAYING THANKS
Merissa Quek

Muhamad Faizal Bin Rosli

Niranjan Perera

Michael Slater

Muhammad Sofian Bin Moojimmy

Nisha Krishnan

Michele Wilmoth

Mui Choo Then

Nisha Urs

Michelle Ng

Mui Ling Tan

Nitin Chokhani

Michelle Tio

Mui Ping Sim

Noah Wai Yim Kan

Michelle Yuen

Mun Wai Ho

Noelle Camelia Shiyun Tam

Mike Koh

Munish

Nonita Sze Jie Wong

Ming Hui See

Murphy Tiew

Noor Izzaty Binte Ishak

Ming Jie Ho

Mushra Nutan

Noraidah Bte Helmee

Ming Lee Lim

Nafisah Binte Mohamed Rosen

Norizan Mustafa

Ming Yao Eng

Nah Nah Chia

Nur Irfah Binte Abdul Majeed

Mingsy Fong

Nancy Tang

Nurzahirman Bin Abdul Rahman

Mirabelle Lim

Nandita Karthikeyan

Nutmeg & Clove Pte Ltd

Miranda Xu

Napoleon Ng

Nyap Chng Lye

Mishra Sanjiv

Natasha

Okura Flexible Automation Systems Pte Ltd

Mitpaibul Monchaya

Neeraj Arora

Oliver Jens Bettin

Mohamed Naseer S/O Sahul Hamed

Neko Nobyuki Kaneko

Olivia Frugtniet

Moi Hoon Ang

Nellie Lim

Olivier Godin

Moi Keow Lee

Neville Nah

Olivier Guy Marie De Rotalier

Mongeon Luc

Ngee Seng Chew

Pamela Bi Hui Lim

Monica Teo

Nicole Mei Ying Ee

Parag Gautam

Morpho Cards (SG) Pte Ltd

Niki Jiayi Han

Partha Chatterjee

Moses Hong Seow Woon

Niniek Surja

Parwani Ravindra Jairam
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14. SAYING THANKS
Pascal Alexandre Kwan Tung Pong

Philippe Labrousse

Rachel Chik Lieng Boh

Pascal Lambert

Phuay Hoon Sim

Rachel Mason

Pascal Sefrin

Pik Yin Tong

Rachel Tan

Patricia Buensuceso

Ping Hwei Chua

Rachel Xin Lei Goh

Patricia Loke

Pippa Jane Detmold

Rachel Zhong

Patricia Mary D/O Lefort Alfonso

Poh Chan Lye

Rafhana Binte Sarip

Paul Lee

Poh Choon Choo

Raheena I

Paul Ng

Poh Hiok Seah

Raihan Kusuma

Pauline Leow

Poh Lian Ng

Raisa

PCF Sparkletots Preschool@Fengshan

Poon Lee Ong

Raj Malhotra

Pearleen Tan

Praful Kumar

Rajan Batra

Pearlyn Tan

Pramila Ramadas

Ramani Saravanan

Pedro Nuno Do Nascimento Pinto Correia

Preethi Kubair

Ranobir Mukherji

Peggy Koh

Priscilla Lim

Raphael Mathevosyan

Peggy Wong

Priscilla Nye Lee Ng

Ratna D/O Ayyapillai

Pei Ling Wong

Priscilla Tan

Rauf Ridzuan

Pei Wen Ng

Priscilla Young

Raveender Singh

Pei Yuke Tsu

Puay Wee Leo

Ravi Manot

Peter Guenthardt

Puveraasen C

Ray Guat Pok Ng

Peter Lee

Qian Liu

Raymond Cheong

Phek Choo Wee

Quan Li Poh

Raymond Choon Kheong Wan

Philip TC Harwood

R Edwin S/O J Rajamanickam

Raymond Howe

Philip Wee

R Priya Nair

Rayner Tay
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14. SAYING THANKS
Reema Uttamchandani

Roslinda Binte Ahmad

Sandie Chu

Rena Wong

Ross Sarpani

Sandra Sou Mui Wong

Renee Yeung

Ross Talman

Sandra Tan

Revathi D/O Magantharan

Rosy Lim

Sara Lim

Rex Marine & Engineering Pte Ltd

Roy Kwee Sai Wee

Sarah Ann Chung

Rhea Deus

Roy Tonhauser

Sarah Gulston

Richard Porter

Royston George Scharenguivel Jr

Sarah Mei Leng Lim

Rick Chan

Rozie Tukiman

Sarah Mitchell Stabler

Rick Hartono

Rubina Baig

Sarah Yun Ling Ong

Rika Jayler Kok

Ruby Tan

Saravanan S/o Sathiyaseelan

Rina Tan

Runi Irnandari Arnowo

Sarina Lim

Rishik Vijayadas Elias Menon

Rusli

Sarizah Kiman

Robert Baldwin

Sabil Bin Salim

Sary Anny Bong

Robert Hin Soon Chin

Sabrina Yin Ling Fok

Sasikumar S/o Marimuthu

Robert Meng Wee Foo

Salamiah Binte Bahtiar

Sasiraj S/o Somarajan

Robert Troll

Sally Kee

Satish Hadapad

Robin

Salwani Binti Ismail

Sau Lai Loo

Robin Pho

Sam Thorley

Savitha Nayak

Rochelle Hogan

Samantha Webb

Seamus Toal

Roger Kok Wee Tan

Samuel Shou-En Tang

Sean Chee Hong Chong

Roots Communications Pte Ltd

Samuel Warren

Sean Kah Kiat Au Yong

Rory Desmond Brachner

Sandeep Sanil

Sean Lim

Rosana Arifin

Sandeep Uberoi

Sean Meng Sieng Goh
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14. SAYING THANKS
Sebastian Tong

Sharlyn Lim

Siew Bee Choo

Seek Ling Yong

Sharon Lee

Siew Cheng Chan

Seen Tiat How

Sharon Richardson

Siew Cheng Lian

Seet Koh Tan

Sharon Tsin Tsin Voon

Siew Ching Chang

Seng Huat Lee

Shaw Hui Lim

Siew Geok Chan

Seng Siong Tan

Shawn Teo

Siew Jin Boo

Seng Thum Chew

Shawn Zhi Jian Loo

Siew Lian Ang

Senthi

Sherlyn Chua

Siew Lien Wong

Seow Hwee Chia

Sherwin Parulian Tien Siregar

Siew May Tan

Seow Ling Bey

Shilpa Rao

Siew Poeh Ng

Seow Mei Put

Shin Yuet Chong

Siew Yin Lim

Seow Ngie Tay

Shing Nee Wi Koh

Silviu Aragia

Serena Loh

Shirley Liew

Simon Tensing De Cruz

Serene Er

Shirley Phang

Simon Teo

Serene Khoo

Shoshawna Lynne Lazzar

Simone Gertrude Catherine Kaelen

Serene Li San Leow

Shu Ling Huang

Sin Chia Koe

Serene Lin Lin Koh

Shubho Sen

Sin Niew Loh

Serene Tan

Shuey Ying Chooi

Sinead McEvoy

Serene Wee Kheng Lian

Shuping Hu

Siong Huat Ong

Shaheen Babasaheb Mistry

Shweta Dhavale

Siong Tuck Tan

Shalabh Sayena

Shyong Lee

Siou Hwee Ong

Shane Dardis

Si Hui Yap

Siow Leng Lim

Sharanjit Leyl

Sidney Lim

Siti Nuraishah Binte Khamis
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14. SAYING THANKS
Soh Chin Ong

Stephenie Wai Cheng Lai

Sysy Cheang

Soke Yee Aw

Steven Looy

Sze Looi Lim

Song Huat Tan

Stevhen

Tahnya Butterfield Gill

Soo Huat Hoo

Su Fen Ng

Tai Keat Woon

Soo Lian Howe

Su Ling Teoh

Talha Obaid

Soo Mooi Tan

Suah Jahan Abu Tahir

Tat Leng Ong

Soo Yee Toh

Sue Yee Tan

Teck Bun Lim

Sook Fun Cheong

Sue Yien Lim

Teck Chew Tan

Sook Poh Ng

Suet Yee Soong

Telma Menon

Soon Heng Low

Suraj Aggarwal

Terence Ng

Sophia Goh

Suresh Kumar Darairajan

Terence Rui Jie Ho

Sophie Durante

Susan Bee Hong Lee

Terry Liew

Sow Fong Lee

Susan Joan Harris

Terry Lim

Sreenivasan Iyer

Susan Tan

Theresa Yu Xiu Li

St. Joseph’s Institution (international) Ltd

Susannah Katharine Bay Green

Thevanathan Pillay

Stefano Pollina

Sutton Lee

Thibault Scheller

Stella Jayanthi

Suzanna Ismail

Thomas Labbe

Stella Teo

Swati Goyal

Thomas Lew

Stephanie Lee Ling Ho

Swee Beng Soh

Thu Thao Le

Stephanie Yoke Peng Kwok

Swee Choo Lee

Ti Hwei How

Stephen Chun Kong Low

Swee Choo Yeo

Tidiani Keita

Stephen Lien

Swee Lee Sua

Tien Choy Wong

Stephen Rajah

Swee Yee Pong

Tien Lee Lim
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14. SAYING THANKS
Tien Loh

Veronica Benavidez

Wee Hwee Teo

Tiffany Cheng

Veronica Cecilia De Mello

Wee Jone Teo

Tiong Yun Kok

Viacheslav Shilin

Wee Teck Teo

Tokumori Sasada

Vicky Lightower

Wei An Lin

Tommy Keng Guan Ang

Victoria Munoz-Titos

Wei Lim Wong

Toni Kuen Gee Chin

Vincent Joon Kiat Mok

Wei Ling Wong

Tony Chow

Vincent Liang

Wei Loh

Torsten Linke

Vincent Ng

Weison Lim

Tracey-Ann Berlee

Vincent Wei Teck Loo

Weiwen Wong

Travis Chee Wee Yeo

Vincent Yeo

Weiyu Ng

Tricia Hwee Sze Chia

Visa Inc.

Wen Jing Seah

Tricia Quek

Vivek Chatrath

Wendy Soo Khim Tan

Trina Bautista

Vivian Yoke Pin Tang

Weng Khong Wong

Tuck Kong Soh

Vivien Hui Yian Yeo

Wil Consultancy Pte Ltd

Tuck Onn Wong

Vui Soon Ho

William Goh

Tylor Kai Jie Jong

Wai Hon Yip

William Hui Peng Ang

Tze Meng Chin

Wai Wai Chan

William Weilian Hong

Tze Wei Teo

Walker Sacha Michel

Wilson & Winnie

Tze Yen Erh

Wan Jun Lim

Wilson Cheuk

Umi Kalthom Binte Zainol Abidin

Wayne Lee

Woei-Woei Chuah

Ursula Quah

Wee Chew Ng

Wong Ting Ling

Valerie Lim

Wee Heng Loh

Woon Meng Tiang

Venkatraman Seetharaman

Wee Hsian Seow

Xiaojun Wang
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14. SAYING THANKS
Xiaoqing Liu

Yifan Wang

Yuehan Zhuo

Xiaoqing Ong

Yifeng Cheng

Yuen Mun Kok

Xin Yu Koh

Yin Peng Chan

Yuen Seong Lai

Xingying Tan

Ying Liu Tseng

Yves Marcel

Xueqin Yeo

Ying Peng Lee

Yvonne Chu

Xunliang Lin

Ying Soon Cheah

Yvonne Su Lin Low

Yan Fen Lim

Ying Yik Chiu

Zac Zhongxi Huang

Yan Ping Tham

Yingkai Chen

Zach Ong

Yanfang Liang

Yiru Ho

Zaimah Montel

Yang Po Tan

Yiying Ang

Zenainee Ramdan

Yasushige Kobayashi

Yock Siong Tee

Zhangman

Yean Sam Lim

Yoke Chan Lee

Zhiyun Chen

Yee Nee Tan

Yoke Lan Kok

Zi Hao Ng

Yee Yew Leong

Yoke Seng Eng

Zong Bao Ong

Yee Yin Chan

Yong Keat Ou

Zu Xuan Lee

Yek Seng Chan

Yong Kiat Yeo

Yeo-Leong & Peh LLC

Yong Le Tan

Yeow Chon Ong

Yong Ming Chong

Yeow See Loh

Yong Seng Ng

Yew Ho Lee

Yong Sheng Lim

Yew Siong Chow

Yong Yong Wee

Yi Hui Ng

Yow Khir Chua

Yi Ren Tan

Yu Yee Lam
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$500 - $999
Accesstech Engineering Pte Ltd
Ai Lee Lim
Alan Beng Hwee kua
Alex Toh
Aligent Spring Pte Ltd
Alok Kochhar
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Andrew Seng Hee Yeo

Edwin Chua

Jean Tan

Ashvinkumar S/o Kantilal

E-Lin Lee

Jessica Chin

Audrey Chen Chen Seah

Elisa Geok Sue Kang

Jessica Yap

Awadh Tiwari

Eng Beng Choo

Johanna Marie Gueh Ee Tan

Axel Foucault

Eric Hurson

Johnny Swee Kim Tan

Bin-Hao Nah

Eric Ouedraogo

Jolene Fok

Caroline Lim

Fitness First Singapore Pte Ltd

Joseph Das George

Charlene Tan

Gary Harvey

K H Time Trading

Cheau Fang Lim

Gemalto Pte Ltd

Kah Kuang Ong

Chee Kean Yeo

Gerard Tan

Katy Tan

Chin Lit Yee

Google Asia Pacific Pte Ltd

Keith Choo

Choon Ming Low

Grace Yuet Ling Toh

Kengadharan Vk

Daikin Airconditioning (s) Pte Ltd

Hans Bernardus Koopmans

Keppel Care Foundation

Dale Grayson Taylor

Henderson Security Services Pte Ltd

Kevin Chin Wei Kwee

Daniel Tan

Henderson Technologies Pte Ltd

Kevin Kian Beng Lee

Darren Yong Chun Yeo

Hexacon Construction Pte Ltd

Kevin Lew

Daryl Ong

Hong Jun Hoe

Kim Huat Chia

David Seow

Hoong Tse Koh

Kin Kok Chan

Deborah Lai Peng Yeo

Hui Ping Ang

Kok Fong Chow

Dragages Singapore Pte Ltd

J&S Telecoms Int’l Pte Ltd

Kok Liang Shiang

DSM Nutritional Products Asia Pacific

Jacqueline Pau

Kok Soo Kua

E Eing Neoh

Jamshed K. Fozdar

Kumaran S/o Kannan Paithal Chettiar

Edward Kim Hock Sim

Jasmine Hui Yi Seah

Kwee Hiong Chan
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Lavinia Priyadarshini Rajaram

Pack Kay Mock

Stephen John Yee

Lena Li Xin Liau

Paul Leong Wei Lee

Steve Tuan Toon Ting

Leny Suparman

Pei Qin Tian

Suat Hong Chiang

Leslie Eng Sipp Teo

Pek Tong Tan

Sun Holdings Ltd

Lian Heng Chua

Peklyn Teo

Sunita Chatta

Liza Sau Fun Boey

Peng Ann Tan

Swan Hoo Ma

Lok Kit Loh

Pey Woan Lee

Sylvia Nyuk Yen Wong

Lynda Foong Yeng Soong

Purandar Janampalli Rao

Tak Keong Chong

Maizy Tan

Qianwen Li

Tan Poh Kiang

Marcus Lam

Ramandeep Walia

Teck Chuan Chin

Martha Chai

Raymond Eng Teik Tan

Tuan Hong Tan

Meng Yew Kee

Raymond Soon Yew Ng

Tuck Choy Loke

Mohamad Saiful Saroni

Running Lab Pte Ltd

Valerie Cheah

Motor Alliance Pte Ltd

Sabina Tan

Vanessa Tan

New Asurion Singapore Pte Ltd

Sai Keong Leong

Vikna Rajah

Nicholas Gardiner

Seah Construction Pte Ltd

Vishal Sarin

Nicholas Ming Hui Lee

Seng Chin Christopher Cheong

Wai Chung Chia

Nike Global Trading B.V Singapore Branch

ServiceSource International Singapore Pte Ltd

Walter Cheong Ming Woon

Noel Tan

Shane Mardjuki

Wee Ping Ng

Nooraini Binte Hamzah

Siew Hoon Chew

Wee Teck Tea

Office Of The Provost, Singapore Management
University

Simon Teck Siang Tan

Wei Sh Lim

Spring Tan

Western Asset Management Company Pte Ltd

Stegmann Hanno

William Ho

Oon Jin Yeoh
OFFICE SUPPORT
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Woody Achuthan

Choo Kim Eun

Gavin Wei Loong Goh

Yeong Pin Peng

Christensen Irrigation (S) Pte Ltd

Gek Gnee Tan

Yi Shyan Lee

Christine Kim Eng Lee

Geraldine Yuen Kuan Kan

Yin Yue Chin

Chuin Ting Ng

Hak Chuan Chua

York Sin Tan

Chye Choon Sim

Hong Hin Ang

Civil Service College

Hospitality Financial And Technology Professionals
(HFTP)

$1,000 - $4,999
Albert Yeo
Alan Sian Ghee Lee
Aliasgar Mohamedbhai Moochhala
Andrew Loh
Angelina Choo
Annette Yingcui Lin
Asiawide Development Pte Ltd
Baker & Mckenzie.Wong & Leow
Bonaventure Soon Tow Lek
Brice Carayol
Capitaland Hope Foundation
Caroline
Chandra Mahtani
Charlotte Hsu
Chee Khiam Lim
China Aviation Oil (S) Corporation Ltd
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Corinne Yi Lane Ng
Corrupt Practices Investigation Bureau (CPIB)
Cradle Wealth Solutions Pte. Ltd.

Hwee Hong Sim
I Design & Build Pte Ltd
I Tech Electric Pte Ltd

Daniel Paul Boo Kit Khoo

Integer Alpha Pte Ltd

David Arms

Irene Teo

DBS TRUSTEE LIMITED

Jafri Hasan

Deborah Tan

JAG Engineering (S) Pte Ltd

Denis Cazala

Jasmine Boon Eng Lim

Douglas Oloughlin

Jia Hui Loh

Eagles Communications Ltd

Jimmy Ting Ping Seah

Ellis Soo Yee Tang

Juliana Chapman

Eqcoms Technology Pte Ltd

Kay Chuan Tan

EW Private Limited

Kay Teck Lim

Feng Feng

Kee Kirk Chin

Francis Cheah

Kee Peng Ngiam

Frontline Security Pte Ltd

Kek Sing Chong

Fuji Xerox Singapore Pte Ltd
OFFICE SUPPORT
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Khiaw Ngoh Tan

Nicky Ting

Branch Office Singapore

Kim Wee Koh

Oaktree Capital Management Pte. Ltd.

Soo Earn Keoy

Kok Weng Sam

Pia Leng Tan

Soo Lee Tan

Krishna Ramachandra

Ranganayaki

Soo Sim Bay

Kwok Leong Yap

Rebekah Khan

SPRING Singapore

Kwong Wai Mok

Richard Burfitt

Stefanie Yuen Thio

Larry Peng Ann Ho

Rotary Club Of Queenstown, Singapore

Stellar Cast Pte Ltd

Lee Vanderson

Say Haur Leong

Steven Hatton

Lennon Lee

Seng Chak Wong

Sze Ying Tang

Love Action Project Pte Ltd

Seow Phong Teo

TAK Products & Services Pte Ltd

Lu Miao Chang

Serene Soo Ling Toh

Teck Leong Wong

Lucy Seet

Shing Kwok Choi

Thamaraiselvi K

Lumiere Montessori House Pte Ltd

Shu Mei Yap

The Leaders Compass Pte. Ltd.

Manulife (Singapore) Pte Ltd

Siew Quan Ng

The Seletar Mall Pte. Ltd.

Melissa Kwee

Singapore Management University

Tuck Seng Tham

Mervin Tan

Singapore Press Holdings Foundation Ltd

Unos Pte. Ltd.

Mervvyn Paul Singh

Siok Bee Chionh

Vairam Gopalakrishnan

Michael Koh

Sirene May-Yin Lim

Vernie Alison Oliveiro

Michael Seong Par Tan

Soh Chin Cho

Vernon Gerard Nunis

Mint Management Pte Ltd

Soh Har Gan

Vinod Udharam Vasnani

Mohamed Bee D/o Abdul Kalil

Soi Min Loh

Voon Hoe Chen

Moi Lre Kok

Sok Koon Lee

Wee Kiat Wang

Ngiang Hong Chia

Sony Mobile Communications International AB

Winnie Wan

OFFICE SUPPORT
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Wui Jin Woon

Gan Teck Kar Investments Pte Ltd

Angeline Yen Yen Poon

Yenny Zhenling Zhang

Indian Women’s Association

AXA Investment Managers Paris

Yeow Hwee Hia

Ivan Ng Neurosurgery Pte Ltd

Bloomberg L.P.

Yi Chao Ong

Kok Siong Tan

Carolyn Sok Bee Loh

Yoke Meng Tham

Larry Kian Hui Ang

CBRE Pte. Ltd.

Yong Kang 1937 Pte Ltd

Lee Foundation Singapore

Changi Airport Group (S) Pte Ltd

Yu Jay Lau

Lloyd’s Of London (Asia) Pte Ltd

Chew How Teck Foundation

Zhengda Corporation Pte Ltd

Mapletree Investments Pte Ltd

Chong Eng Peh

Martina Yoke Lin Wong

City Developments Limited

Mellford Pte Ltd

Clara Lee

Meng Kiat Chang

Frank Tan

Nick Chong Keong Yee

GIC Private Limited

Pearlyn Lo Lan Chong

Hitachi Data Systems Pte Ltd

Phillips 66 International Trading Pte. Ltd

Huawei International Pte Ltd

RansNet Singapore Pte Ltd

Jin Juan Han

Toshio Karigane

John Peh

Tsz Pan Lau

Lilian Soo Eng Ng

Vina Titania Satiadhi

LOTI Metropolis Pte Ltd

Wendy Yuzhu Huang

M1 Limited

$5,000 - $9,999
ACR Capital Holdings Pte Ltd
Balestier Khalsa Football Club
Banyan Tree Global Foundation Limited
Bill Chan Guan Koh
CA (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Catherine Goh
Charities Aid Foundation UK
Danny Teck Chai Lim
Datapost Pte Ltd
Demierre Pascal Guy Chung-Wei
Deutsche Bank Aktiengesellschaft

$10,000 - $49,999

Equinix Singapore Pte Ltd

Andress Goh

Esther Loo

Agnes Lik Shin Eu
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Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd
MFS International Singapore Pte Ltd
Michelle Koh
Philip Seah
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them that learning is a life-long joy

Rayner Lee & Associates
Schroder Investment Management (Singapore) Ltd
Sonja Hope Foundation Ltd

North Vista Secondary

Primary
Balestier Hill Primary School

Soon Huat Toh

Blangah Rise Primary School

Soule Enterprise Pte Ltd

Gan Eng Seng Primary School

Visa Worldwide Pte. Limited

Henry Park Primary

Wah Kheong Leong

Mayflower Primary School

Winarto Putra Kurniawan

River Valley Primary School

Yen Yen Lee

St Joseph’s Institution Primary

Yew Lin Goh

Zhangde Primary School

Ziqian Ang

Secondary

$50,000 - $99,999

Anderson Secondary School

BGC Partners (Singapore) Limited

CHIJ St. Theresa’s Convent

Singapore Totalisator Board

Crescent Girls’ School

The Community Foundation Of Singapore

East Spring Secondary
Gan Eng Seng Secondary School

$100,000 and above

Henderson Secondary

Charities Aid Foundation Of America

Hua Yi Secondary School

Grand Total

Jurong Secondary School

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
for guiding children in their studies, providing
enriching learning activities and impressing on
OFFICE SUPPORT

Nanyang Girls’ High School

Jurong West Secondary School
Mayflower Secondary

Outram Secondary School
Pioneer Secondary School
Presbyterian High School
Queensway Secondary School
Raffles Girls’ Secondary School
Singapore Chinese Girls’ School
St. Joseph’s Institution
Tanjong Katong Secondary’
Temasek Secondary School
Zhonghua Secondary School

Pre-University and post-secondary
studies
Anderson Junior College
Anglo-Chinese Junior College
Catholic Junior College
Hwa Chong Institution
Jurong Junior College
Nanyang Junior College
Nanyang Polytechnic
Ngee Ann Polytechnic

Nan Chiau High School
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Raffles Institution

Anglo-Chinese School (International)

Defence Science & Technology Agency

Republic Polytechnic

Australian International School

Energy Market Authority

Serangoon Junior College

Chinese International School

Health Promotion Board

Singapore Polytechnic

Colman College

Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore

Temasek Polytechnic

Dulwich College (Singapore)

Islamic Religious Council of Singapore (MUIS)

Yishun Junior College

Global Indian School

Ministry of Culture, Community & Youth

Management Development Institute of Singapore

Ministry of Social & Family Development

Singapore American School

National Council of Social Service

St. Joseph’s Institution International

National Library Board

Stamford American International School

National Youth Council

Tanglin Trust School

Peoples’ Association

United World College of SEA

Singapore Civil Defence Force – 1st Division,
Alexandra Fire Station

Specialised Institutions
ITE College Central
ITE College East
ITE College West
LASALLE College of the Arts
National Institute of Education
School of the Arts Singapore

Tertiary
Nanyang Technological University
National University of Singapore
Singapore University of Social Sciences
Singapore Institute of Technology
Singapore Management University
Singapore University of Technology and Design

International Schools and private schools
86

GOVERNMENT BODIES
for their encouragement, support and partnership
toward our common good. Cooperation also
included the sharing of programmes, resources
and volunteers

Singapore Totalisator Board
Singapore Tourism Board
Social Service Offices @ Bukit Merah, Jalan Besar,
Queenstown, Toa Payoh
Sport Singapore & Sport Cares
Youth Corps Singapore

ActiveSG Football Academy
Central Singapore Community Development
Council
Civil Service College
Corrupt Practices Investigation Bureau

OFFICE SUPPORT

GOVERNMENT GRASSROOTS
ORGANIZATIONS
for sharing their resources and working together
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for the well-being of neighbourhoods

General Mills Foundation

Dr Chia Shi-Lu, Tanjong Pagar GRC

Bukit Ho Swee Court Residents’ Committee

Heritage Social Capital

Bukit Ho Swee Residents’ Committee

Holywell Foundation Ltd

Denise Phua, Jalan Besar GRC, Mayor Central
Singapore CDC

Covent-Indus Residents’ Committee

Lee Foundation

Henderson Community Club

The Community Foundation

Henderson Heights Residents Committee

The President’s Challenge

Kampong Tiong Bahru West Residents Committee

MEDICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL &
OTHER HEALTH PRACTITIONERS

Kebun Baru Community Club
Kim Seng Community Centre

for being available and assessable to our young
people and their families

Leng Kee Community Centre
Queenstown Community Centre
Queenstown Lengkok Bahru Zone Residents’
Committee

Faculty of Dentistry- National University of
Singapore

Stirling Neighbourhood Committee

Mount Alvernia Outreach Medical Clinic

Ulu Pandan Citizens Consultative Committee

NUH Dentistry Department

Whampoa Community Club &Residents’ Committee

Parkway Cancer Centre

Yio Chu Kang Community Club and Residents’
Committee

PJ Clinic Bukit Ho Swee
Singapore Polytechnic Optometry Centre

GRANT MAKERS

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT

for their continued generosity and kindness
which have reassured the children, youths and
families we serve that they live in a supportive
community.

for facilitating our work in their constituencies,
gracing our events and always having an
encouraging word for our members
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Heng Chee How, Jalan Besar GRC, Senior Minister
of State, Prime Minister’s Office
Henry Kwek Hian Chuan, Nee Soon GRC
Indranee Rajah, Tanjong Pagar GRC, Senior Minister
of State, Ministry of Finance & Ministry of Law
Joan Pereira, Tanjong Pagar GRC
Dr. Lily Neo, Jalan Besar GRC

MUTUAL HELP GROUPS
for being an important resource in the community
for the well-being of the vulnerable
Narcotics Anonymous
Saint Augustine Support Group

RELIGIOUS GROUPS
for believing that all men are brothers even if
they steer their personal boats by different stars!
Al- Muttaqin Mosque
Al-Amin Mosque
Ba’alwi Mosque
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Hajjah Rahimabi Mosque

Compassion Fund

VOLUNTEER GROUPS

Sathya Sai Centre

Equal-Ark Singapore Ltd

Singapore Soka Association

Food from the Heart

for believing that all it takes is a few to make a
difference

Girls’ Brigade

Amoris Lumine,

THE SINGAPORE POLICE FORCE

Infant Jesus Homes and Children’s Centres (IJHCC)

Blessings in a Bag – Beyond Awesome Programme

for working together to build safe
neighbourhoods that guide young people to be
law-abiding citizens

Lotus Light Charity Society (Singapore)

Camp Vision

Metropolitan YMCA. YOUTHsync Singapore

GIC Recreation Club

National Volunteer and Philanthropy Centre

Inland Revenue Recreation Club

Ang Mo Kio North Neighbourhood Police Centre

Ray of Hope Initiative

Kayaking for Beyond

Bukit Merah West Neighbourhood Police Centre

Retired & Senior Volunteer Programme Singapore

Kopitiam Lengkok Bahru

Bukit Timah Neighbourhood Police Centre

Singapore Scouts Associations

Project Khadijah

Kampong Java Neighbourhood Police Centre

South Central Community Family Service Centre

Project Unsung Heroes

Talent Trust Singapore

Saturdays @ Lengkok

Tanjong Pagar Family Service Centre

Team Ardour

The Food Bank Singapore Ltd

The Good Fight

VOLUNTARY WELFARE
ORGANISATIONS & NON-PROFIT
ORGANISATIONS
for pooling resources to meet needs more
effective and efficiently.
Babes Pregnancy Crisis Support Ltd

The Little Arts Academy
The Red Pencil
The Salvation Army Peace Haven Nursing Home

Beautiful People SG Ltd

Thye Hua Kwan Senoirs Activity Centre @ Beo
Crescent

Boys’ Brigade

Waterfalls Student Care Centre

Care Corner Family Service Centre (Queenstown)

Whampoa Family Service Centre

Caritas Singapore

Young Women’s Christian Association of Singapore
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FINALLY, OUR MOST GRATEFUL
THANKS TO ALL OTHERS WHO
HAVE CONTRIBUTED TIME, ENERGY,
RESOURCES OR FUNDS WHOM WE
HAVE FAILED TO MENTION.
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